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Abstract

How do local news outlets cover crime, and what are the effects of said coverage on
housing markets? By linking almost the universe of individual homicides to individ-
ual stories in the news, this paper estimates the bias in coverage of crime news by
local TV outlets in the United States. This paper finds evidence of substantial biases
in the coverage of homicides along race (victim and suspect) and wealth: inter-racial
crime is substantially over-covered; white-on-white crime is under-covered; and richer
neighborhoods get substantially more coverage. I find that race bias depends on the
media market demographics, with stations in markets with a higher Black share hav-
ing less over-coverage of inter-racial homicides. I also find that, controlling for market
size, within-market variation of bias increases with the number of stations. I propose a
simple model of horizontal differentiation that captures these results, suggesting that
stations are catering to the largest demographic group. Lastly, I evaluate the impact
of crime coverage on housing prices using an instrumental variable strategy based on
sporting events, which crowd out crime news. The results show that bias in crime cov-
erage puts downward pressure on housing prices in minority neighborhoods.
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1 Introduction

In 2015, presidential candidate Donald Trump tweeted a false graphic claiming that 80%
of white homicide victims were killed by Black perpetrators, when the actual number was
14.8%.1 Although the statistics in the tweet were fact-checked by several outlets at the time
(FBI, 2015, Bump, 2015), the overestimation of criminality of nonwhites is more general
than one tweet.2 For example, Pickett et al. (2012) finds thatwhite respondents believe that
46.4% of violent criminals are Black, when the number is 21%. Thismisperception of crime
by race is one of manymiscalibrations individuals have about crime (Esberg &Mummolo,
2018). One obvious potential source for these misperceptions is the newsmedia, and local
TV stations in particular.3 Indeed, news media overall coverage of crime has been linked
to crime perception (Ramirez Alvarez, 2017, Mastrorocco & Minale, 2016). Nonetheless,
little is known about the extent, causes and consequences of bias in the coverage of crime
by local TV stations.

In this paper, I identify and analyze the drivers of biases in the coverage of homicides
(themain type of crime covered in themedia), as well as the consequences of these biases.
I do this by merging a rich database of almost the universe of victims who died in gun-
related incidents from 2014 to 2018, with a national data set of TV news stories in the US.4
These novel data allow me to consider the space of possible covered homicides by local
TV stations. I find that homicides involving minorities get substantially more coverage,
and that these biases are correlated with market demographics and competition in the
media market. I then show that increased crime coverage causes a decrease of housing
prices. Given the finding that minority related homicides are over-covered, these effects
on housing prices imply that news bias generates gaps in the market evaluation of houses
in nonwhite neighborhoods compared to white ones.

An important challenge to carry out this type of research has been the difficulty in
linking individual crime incidents with individual news stories, allowing to control for im-

1The tweet also stated that 97% of Black victims were killed by Black people, with the actual number
being 90%

2This pattern has been found in several surveys. See Quillian & Pager (2010) and Pickett et al. (2012).
3In 2019, local TV was consumed by half the US population everyday or several times per week, and at

the same time local TV was the most trusted source of news (Brenan, 2019).
4Lauritsen et al. (2016) andAnsari &He (2015) present evidence that among all types of official statistics

on crime, the one that best tracks people’s perception of violent crime in general are homicides. At the same
time, there is evidence that property crimes are highly positively correlated with housing prices, as there
are higher reports of property crimes in wealthier neighborhoods and thus the coefficients on these type of
crimes are usually hard to interpret Jardim (2016). Thus, I focus on measuring the effect of violent crime
perception though the news, and in particular I focus on news reporting homicides. Homicides are also the
crime category that has the most extensive coverage in local crime news.
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portant incident level characteristics determining coverage. To the best of my knowledge,
this paper is the first to do so at a national level. I rely on rich information on homicides
to link each victim with individual stories ran on the local TV stations that cover them.
These novel data allow me to consider the actual space of events which the media is re-
porting on and subsequently define an objective measure of coverage bias as the tendency
to over-report or under-report on specific homicide characteristics.5

In the first part of this paper I present two new facts about local media coverage on
criminal incidents. First, homicides that involve a nonwhite victim or suspect (white vic-
tim and nonwhite suspect or vice-versa) or those with nonwhite victim and nonwhite
suspect, get 19% to 30% more coverage than white on white homicides. Second, incidents
occurring in wealthier neighborhoods receive more TV coverage compared to incidents
that occur in less affluent ones. A 1% increase in the wealth of the neighborhood is corre-
lated with a 0.25% increase in the number of stories in the media. Equivalently, a victim
in the 90th percentile of the wealth distribution is covered twice as much as a victim in
the 10th percentile. These differences are robust to controlling for a rich set of incident
characteristics, both at the victim- and suspect-level.

I provide a conceptual interpretation of the results with a model of demand and sup-
ply for crime newswith preference externalities. Themodel predicts that TV stations cater
more to consumers with higher population shares and higher wealth in order to maxi-
mize advertising revenues. Specifically, the model has two types of viewers defined by
their population size and purchasing power (which influences the price advertisers pay
to reach them). These consumers also have different preferences for bias in crime coverage
and decide to tune into the news or not depending on the distance between their preferred
bias and the bias selected by the TV station. In this two-sided market, many small adver-
tisers select in which TV station to advertise. Lastly, the TV stations have a profit function
that increases in the number of consumers of each type, but each mass is weighted by the
willingness to pay of advertisers to reach each group. The model has three main predic-
tions: first, TV stations will cater to median consumer in the white group (most populous
and affluent group). Second, TV stations’ bias will be driven primarily by demographics
of the market in which it operates. This implies that a higher share of nonwhite popula-

5One possible concern with my results is that the crime data (GVA) has some selection in terms of the
deaths that are captured, possibly biasing my estimates. To evaluate this concern, I show that the aggregate
number of homicides by zip and month are essentially the same as the ones collected by the CDC in their
National Violence Database (NVDRS-RAD). Indeed, using the administrative restricted-access data from
the CDC, I verify thatmy estimates are quite precise as they encompass essentially the universe of homicides
in the country
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tion should be positively correlated with higher coverage of what the median nonwhite
type would like to see. Third, TV stations will partially differentiate themselves horizon-
tally, so the variance in biases across markets should be positively correlated with higher
competition conditional on market size.

I verify the predictions of the model by estimating station-specific biases along race
and wealth dimensions, and assessing how those bias estimates relate to several market
characteristics. I find that higher Black share of the population is correlated with a de-
crease in over-coverage of interracial crime and an increase of nonwhite on nonwhite crime
coverage. Second, I find that as competition increases, each station has an incentive to dif-
ferentiate itself from the competition. The implication of this pattern is clear in the data: as
competition increases, the market mean bias does not change, but the variance increases
substantially.

Having estimated the extent and drivers of crime media bias, I then ask how these bi-
ases affect economically relevant outcomes. I tackle this question by estimating the effect
of media reporting of crime news on housing markets. Houses represent the main asset
of most U.S. households, approximately 62% of the average household wealth. Housing
prices represent the market valuation of both the characteristics of the house and neigh-
borhood amenities. Market valuation of neighborhood security depends on buyers’ and
sellers’ perceived level of crime which might be driven by local TV bias in their coverage
on criminal incidents. Thus, understanding howmuch of the variation in housing prices is
due to bias reporting is a first order concern. I estimate the causal effect of news coverage
on housing prices, using real estate transaction-level data from Zillow (ZTRAX), which I
spatially match with data on homicide incidents and their TV news coverage. With these
data, I measure crime news exposure for each transacted house as the sum of all the news
of victims who were killed in the vicinity of the house in the previous months, weighted
by viewership of each reporting TV station in that market.6

Identifying the effect of crime news on housing prices is challenging for several rea-
sons. First, it is well known that hedonic price functions are difficult to estimate because
amenities are not distributed at random. That is, price regressions usually suffer from
omitted variable bias. Even accounting for the effect of crime itself, if higher crime cover-
age is correlated with other unobservable amenities, then the effect of crime coverage will

6The specific radius is 0.5 miles from the house, and the time window is from 5 to 2 months previous
to the recorded date in the transaction document. Housing prices are usually agreed upon two months in
advance from the final transfer. Therefore, the relevant time period for which new coverage on crime can
affect housing prices is before 2 months on the recorded date on ZTRAX.
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be biased. Second, media coverage of crime is not exogenous in a price regression – as I
show evidence for in the previous analyses. I rely on an instrumental variables identifi-
cation strategy to overcome these concerns. This strategy uses identifying variation from
exogenous shifts in the opportunity cost of TV stations to cover local crime incidents. The
instrument is the share of homicides that happened on the same day of a local sports-
team’s match (in either college or professional leagues). The intuition behind the strategy
is the following: given that TV stations have constrained space for the broadcast of their
news, homicides that occur on days in which other types of news have higher demand can
crowd out crime stories. The validity of the instrument depends on the share of homicides
on or right before game days being as good as random, conditional on tract and month
fixed effects. This identification strategy overcomes endogeneity concerns for two reasons.
First, the high frequency and detailed geographic location of the crime suffers from less
endogeneity concerns than aggregate crimemeasures between two locations. Second, any
unobservable covariate that determines housing prices is probably uncorrelated with the
scheduling of local games.

Results from the instrumental variables’ first stage indicate that increasing the share
of homicides during gameday from 0 to 100% decreases the probability of a crime being
covered by up to 6 percentage points. Two-stage least square estimates indicate that hav-
ing any of the homicides around a house appearing in the news decreases housing prices
by 8%. Under usual assumptions about utility for security and mobility of households,
these effects indicate the capitalized value of crime informational frictions in the housing
market. Furthermore, I show that these IV results are robust to a battery of tests, includ-
ing: narrower radius measures around the properties; narrower geographic fixed effects
(block-group-level instead of tract-level); different measurement of news exposure; and
adding tract-level time trends to account for differential gentrification patterns.

An alternative identification strategy relies on a repeated sales model, which allows
controlling for individual house unobservable characteristics that are time invariant. Al-
though the estimation of this model is subject to potentially highly selected houses, as
those in the relevant sample need to be transacted at least twice in the span of 4 years, it
produces qualitatively similar effects, although smaller in magnitude. Under this model,
house prices drop by 1%when any homicide around the house appears in the news cycle.

Overall, these results indicate that housing prices respond substantially to media
news coverage of crimes and not only to homicides directly. One concern about the es-
timation of TV coverage of crime news on housing prices is that there are other sources
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of information about these incidents that consumers can use when deciding their loca-
tion decisions. The results presented here indicate that despite access to other, potentially
more objective information technologies, local news are still a major source of information
for consumers. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, these estimates allow for a
back-of-the-envelope calculation of the effect of crime news biases on welfare, through the
loss in housing prices from communities that are over-represented in the news cycle. I cal-
culate that for houses in predominately minority neighborhoods, prices are 0.42% lower
than what they would be without racial bias in crime coverage. This reduction in prices
only captures the short-term effects of the news bias, and probably represents an under-
estimate of the long-term effect.7

The results in the paper contribute to several literatures. Regarding the literature on
media bias, to the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to document a new and
consequential type of media bias: that of crime coverage along dimensions of race and
wealth8. Media outlets have previously been shown to be slanted politically in democra-
cies(Gentzkow & Shapiro, 2010, Gentzkow et al., 2014, Chiang & Knight, 2011) and autoc-
racies(Qin et al., 2018), and to be driven by consumer preferences(Gentzkow & Shapiro,
2010). Relatedly, by showing that the media covers less crime during time of sporting
events, I present another instance of the so-called ‘newsworthiness bias’, previously evi-
denced by the crowding out of international catastrophes in summerswithOlympic events
(Eisensee & Strömberg, 2007). More generally, this paper adds to the literature on the in-
dustrial organization of local news (Angelucci & Cagé, 2016, Cagé, 2014, Fan, 2013). In
a similar fashion to Waldfogel (2008) and Anderson & Waldfogel (2015), I find evidence
consistent with a model of preference externalities in local TV, where the media responds
mostly to market demographics and competition.

The second literature is a small but growing literature evaluating the importance of
local media on a variety of outcomes: polarization (Martin &McCrain, 2019); police clear-
ing rates (Mastrorocco & Ornaghi, 2020); political participation (Cagé, 2014); and jurors
harshness (Philippe & Ouss, 2018). Here, I contribute by uncovering important conse-

7For example, lower house prices than the counterfactual of no crime news bias at time zero, imply a
greater gap if appreciation rates are the same. Indeed, it seems more likely that appreciation rates would be
lower in the scenario with bias, as the lower housing prices pass through to lower provision of public goods,
decreasing the appreciation rate.

8Previous research outside of economics, mainly in the area of Media and Communication, has docu-
mented case studies of differences in coverage of crime news based on the race of the victim of the suspect
((Dixon et al., 2003), (Dixon &Williams, 2015),(Bjornstrom et al., 2010)). This paper contributes to this line
of research by documenting the biases in coverage nationally, as well as being able to compare the coverage
with the underlying crime data without any time or geographic aggregation.
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quences of media bias on the real estate market.

Lastly, this paper contributes to the literature on the effects of crime on housing mar-
kets (Linden & Rockoff, 2008, Jardim, 2016, Pope, 2008). Whereas most research in this
area has estimated the effect of crime on housing prices directly, the employed hedonic
estimation fundamentally depends on buyers and sellers having perfect information on
relevant crime.9 This paper contributes to this strand of literature by presenting evidence
that not just the underlying crimesmatter for house evaluations, but the information trans-
mission of those events is a key element that agents consider when buying and selling a
house. That is, by separately identifying the media and non-media effect of crimes on
prices, this paper takes seriously the role of information friction on prices.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 defines bias. Section 3
describes the data. Section 4 presents the estimated bias in crime news coverage. Section 5
presents themodel of bias. Section 6 tests the predictions of themodel. Section 7 estimates
the effects of crime news on housing prices. Section 8 considers the implied effects of
news bias for house prices as a function of neighborhood demographics, and Section 9
concludes.

2 Definition of bias

News organizations can be thought as entities that observe the ‘truth’, or in game theory
terms a realized state of the world, and then communicate information about that state
to their potential audiences. So, when thinking about the bias of news organizations, it
is useful to define two separate types of biases: filtering and distortion (following the
distinction by Gentzkow et al. (2015)). Under distortion, news outlets outright lie about
the state of the world (GDP growth, for example - saying that growth was 3% higher than
what it was). Distortion bias, though, is not crucial for understanding news about homi-
cides, as it is unlikely that TV stations fabricate homicides stories. It should be noted,
as will be further explained below, that the focus is on news stories about homicides, not
murders. That is to say, any incident with a reported killed victim is considered, indepen-
dently of the judicial process for the incident. This is important because the data hereby
used does not suffer from potential biases in the judicial process.

9One exception is Buonanno et al. (2013), who employ victimization surveys to get at latent crime per-
ceptions. Housing prices, though, not only respond to the crime perception of individuals living in close
proximity to the house, but of all other potential buyers. By estimating the effect of the news distribution
across the media market, a much larger area than the one employed in local victimization surveys, I implic-
itly consider information effects for a more relevant definition of a housing market.
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The relevant form of bias for this setting on the coverage of homicides is filtering, as
the the media can decide what crimes they present as news. Given that each TV station
could have reported any homicide occurring within their media market, estimating the
bias in coverage requires being able to observe what the TV station could have reported
on and decided not to. Most likely, the difficulty in estimating what the media could have
reported on has represented the main impediment for research measuring bias in crime
coverage. For the rest of the document I will focus on filtering biases only.

It is also useful to further consider the extensive and intensive margin of filtering
biases. The first is defined by a situation in which a crime does not get any coverage at all,
while the intensive margin is defined by how or how intensely each crime gets reported in
the news. That is to say, the intensivemargin includesmeasures like the number of stories,
the position of the crime story within the news (or TV) cycle, and the slant used to present
it. I will present a framework for how to think about the selection of observed biases by
TV stations in section 4, but I will first describe the data and the first set of findings with
respect to this definition of bias.

As mentioned above, measuring bias implies observing the possible covered homi-
cides, and comparing that possible coverage with the actual coverage. The data presented
below allows me to do precisely that. I present a simple framework to think about the
incentives for TV stations to engage in this sort of bias in Section 4.

3 Data and Descriptive Statistics

The analyses presented in the paper require three key data features. First, I need to observe
all homicides and the exact location where they occurred. Second, each homicide needs to
be linkedwith the TV news story that covered the incident. Finally, data on housing trans-
actions need to be spatially linked to each criminal incident (and their media coverage). I
rely on three distinct data sources to construct the data with the needed features. Overall,
I observe the almost universe of gun-related homicides, their media coverage, and hous-
ing transactions from 2014-2018 across all 50 states of the U.S. Table 1 presents descriptive
statistics of the data. In total, I observe close to 49,000 homicides from January 2014 to
March 2018 in the U.S. A total of 624,000 news stories cover these incidents. Finally, Ta-
ble 2 presents the data for housing transactions, contrasting the characteristics of houses
in the vicinity of at least one homicide versus those that are further away. The following
subsections describe each data source in detail.
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Crime Amassive number of shooting incidents across the U.S. are captured by the Gun
Violence Archive (GVA). This database is collected by a non-profit organization aiming
at registering all known shootings in the country. Incidents in the GVA are collected daily
from over 7,500 law enforcement, media and government and commercial sources. Each
incident is verified by an initial researcher and a secondary validation process. Impor-
tantly, the GVA provides detailed information regarding the place where the incident oc-
curred, as well as the date and time. Given that crime rates in a neighborhood are po-
tentially correlated with unobservables characteristics of the neighborhood, the high fre-
quency and detailed geographical data in the GVA reduces attenuation bias and partially
solves omitted variable bias in my analysis.

Within the registered incidents collected by the GVA, I only use information on shoot-
ings that lead to a homicide, as this will be the main crime event to be studied in the news
coverage.10 There are several reasons why focusing on coverage of homicides is a good
proxy overall crime. First, there is evidence that homicides are the best single predictor of
individual’s perception of overall crime (Hipp, 2013). Second, homicides are rarely un-
derreported both in official crime statistics and in the GVA, making the space for possible
news observable. Third, but perhaps more importantly, crime news cover homicides dis-
proportionately more with respect to any other type of criminal incident(Mastrorocco &
Ornaghi, 2020). 11

For each homicide, I observe the characteristics of the victims and the suspects, if
available. These characteristics include the age, sex, name, and precise location of the
incident. When available, I use the name of the victim, and the geographical information
of where the incident occurred, to impute the race of the subject12. Lastly, the GVA data
often times includes descriptions of the incident itself. I group these incident descriptions
into dummies, as specified inAppendix E.Manual verification of the accuracy of thematch
for a subsample of the data, gives an accuracy rate of 94% (that is, 94 of 100 news stories
are correctly matched with the victim, given the text description of the news caption).

10I exclude suicides that do not involve a shooting for anyone else.
11Concerns for the accuracy of the GVA data arise if there is potential for selection in reporting of certain

types of crimes. I assess the accuracy of the GVAdata through restricted-access administrative data from the
Medical Examiner’s Office (NVDRS RAD) which is the underlying data used for CDC reporting on crime.
Overall, I find that the GVA data tracks trends of CDC well.

12The algorithm uses the probability of being part of the race group based on the name and Census tract,
with a 50 percent probability threshold as inHumphries et al. (2019). I obtain similar results if the imputation
is based on the demographics of the Census tract instead (correlation between probabilities is 0.7 for whites,
0.65 for blacks, 0.83 for hispanics, 0.69 for asians, and 0.77 for other). This posterior probability is estimated
using the package WRU in R, based on Imai & Khanna (2016) and Khanna et al. (2017). See Appendix F for
more details on this imputation procedure
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News stories Data on media crime coverage comes from News Exposure, a news media
monitoring company. News Exposure collects records of all news stories from local TV
channels. The information they gather include the station, the network affiliation, the
media market, the date and time of the broadcast, run time, publicity value, ad value,
ratings estimate and snippet of the caption.

For each victim recorded in the GVA data, I match all the news stories associated with
the homicide in question using a matching procedure that follows three sets of require-
ments. First, stories need to relate to a homicide, I ensure this by conditioning that the
caption have words that relate to a homicide such as "murder", "killed", etc. (in English or
Spanish).13 Second, the stories need to contain either the name of the victim or the address
(block and street) in which the event happened. Third, stories need to be aired within 7
days of the victim’s death. In evaluating the role of local news in coverage, I further re-
strict to news stories provided only by networks operating on the media market where the
victim died. For further details on the algorithm used to match news stories to homicides,
see Appendix D. Themerged stories with homicides comes from close to 1,000 TV stations
in the U.S..

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the victims, for the whole sample, as well as
divided by having at least one story (Columns 4 to 6) and those without any coverage
(Columns 7 to 9). About two thirds of the victims in the GVA are covered by local TV
news stations at least once. Interestingly, the difference is relatively small in levels for
age, tract-level share white and share Hispanic. Larger differences arise when compar-
ing tract-level share black population and median house values, as victims from poorer
and predominately black neighborhoods appear in the news with a larger probability. Fe-
male victims appear in the news more often than they would by their share in the victim
population. Finally, victims for which the name is known are relatively less covered, but
the difference is surprisingly small (75% for victims with unknown names versus 88% for
victims with known names).

The distribution of the coverage of homicides by race group is presented in Figure 1,
with the density (Subfigure (a)) and CDF (Subfigure (b))14. As can be seen, the mean
number of stories of interracial homicides are the highest, with about 22.3 and 22 sto-
ries for WV-NWS and NWV-WS, respectively. The mean number of stories for intraracial
homicides is about 10% lower, with 20.6 for WV-WS and 19.7 for NWV-NWS.

13I exclude any article containing the word suicide.
14The distribution in Subfigure (a) is not showing the outliers of the coverage of the distribution. The

full distribution of the number of stories is presented in the Appendix, in Figure B.4b
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Table 1: Characteristics of Homicides by Coverage, 2014-2018

Full Sample Covered Not Covered
Mean SD Obs. Mean SD Obs. Mean SD Obs.

Panel A. Victim and Suspect:
Victim Male 0.83 0.37 47,698 0.82 0.38 33,497 0.85 0.36 14,201
Victim Age 32.39 14.50 42,431 32.14 14.36 30,452 33.02 14.85 11,979
Victim Non-White 0.64 0.48 48,017 0.66 0.47 33,670 0.60 0.49 14,347
Victim Has Name 0.84 0.37 48,445 0.88 0.33 33,892 0.75 0.43 14,553
Suspect Male 0.94 0.23 24,126 0.95 0.23 17,661 0.94 0.24 6,465
Suspect Age 31.28 14.09 17,806 30.95 13.81 13,247 32.23 14.83 4,559
Suspect Non-White 0.58 0.49 25,865 0.59 0.49 18,892 0.54 0.50 6,973

Panel B. Neighborhood :
Ln Median House Value 11.72 0.66 47,607 11.69 0.65 33,331 11.77 0.68 14,276
Ln Pop. Tract 8.29 0.52 48,398 8.28 0.52 33,865 8.30 0.52 14,533
Share White 0.37 0.32 48,398 0.37 0.31 33,865 0.39 0.33 14,533

Panel C. DMA:
Ln Median House Value in DMA 12.08 0.43 48445 12.07 0.41 33892 12.12 0.45 14,553
Ln Pop. DMA 14.84 1.05 48,445 14.79 0.99 33,892 14.95 1.18 14,553
# Stations 9.45 6.09 48,445 9.15 5.77 33,892 10.13 6.73 14,553
Dem. Share(2016) 0.48 0.11 48,275 0.47 0.11 33,792 0.49 0.12 14,483
Share White 0.61 0.16 48,445 0.62 0.16 33,892 0.60 0.17 14,553
Share Black 0.16 0.11 48,445 0.16 0.11 33,892 0.15 0.10 14,553
Share Hispanic 0.19 0.00 48,445 0.19 0.12 33,892 0.19 0.00 14,553

Panel D. Stories
# Stories X Vic 17.9 21.4 33,892
# Stories X Vic X Station 2.46 2.69 188,683

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Victim/Suspect Non-White are dummy variables equal to one if the posterior probability based
on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident occurred is greater than 0.5. All specification include dummies
for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a dummy for no-known sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.

In order to illustrate the geographical distribution of both homicides and coverage,
Figure 2 presents an example of this distribution for Cook County, Illinois. Similar figures
for Illinois as awhole, NorthCarolina, andCalifornia can be found fromFigures B.7 to B.12
in the Appendix. In these figures Panel A presents the heatmap of homicides, Panel B the
heatmap of victimswith at least one story on the news, andPanel C the heatmap of number
of stories for each one of the homicides in the area. The geographic distributions between
victims and covered victims is very similar, indicating that extensive-margin bias does not
seem to be particularly concentrated. Additionally, these maps help reduce concerns for
the differences between victims and covered victims being driven by particular areas in the
country. Regarding intensivemargin coverage, the geographic concentration of number of
stories per victim is much larger than the concentration of victims, indicating that victims
from certain neighborhoods get much more coverage than victims from others.
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Figure 1: Distribution of coverage by race group

(a) Density of stories if covered (b) CDF of IHS(stories)

Overall, there are 12 stories per victim in their media market (from now on DMA
- or Designated Market Area) on average, and 17.9 stories per victim with at least one
story in the news, as well as 2.46 stories per victim per station (see the whole distribution
in Figure B.3, the number of stations by DMA in Figure B.6). Most of the news stories
get presented within the first 10 minutes of the broadcast (86%), likely due to the fact
that most news programs use the traditional wheel format.15 The distribution of the news
stories by affiliated network are in Figure B.5, showing a clear dominance by the so called
‘big 4’ (NBC, ABC, CBS and FOX).

House Transactions and Characteristics

Real state transactions Housing transactions data come from Zillow Transaction and
Assessment Dataset (ZTRAX)16. ZTRAX is a comprehensive dataset containing informa-
tion on sales, prices, buyers, mortgages, geographic information and property character-
istics for close to 400 million transactions across the US. I limit the data to include trans-
actions for regular sales of residential, single-family houses.17

For every transaction, ZTRAX records the geolocation of the property. 18 I rely on this
15The traditionalwheel format is such that the certain segments focused on a specific type of news content

are presented sequentially at a specific point each hour.
16Data provided by Zillow through the Zillow Transaction and Assessment Dataset (ZTRAX). More in-

formation on accessing the data can be found at http://www.zillow.com/ztrax. The results and opinions
are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the position of Zillow Group.

17Appendix G describes the full set of criteria being selected for the final sample.
18Zillow reports an estimated geolocation within the correct block depending on the number of the prop-

erty. For example, the property at 1150 Fake Street would be presented to be located halfway through the
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Figure 2: Geographic distribution of crime and news - Cook county

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides

geolocation to match the house sale with the homicides recorded in the GVA within 0.5
miles and in the preceding 2 to 5 months of the date recorder in the document.19 Robust-
ness of results are presented in Section XX with matches of houses to homicides within
0.2 miles.

Table 2 presents the mean and standard deviation of the set of houses with and with-
out homicides within the relevant radius. Figure 3 shows the distribution of house prices
by this differences graphically, Not surprisingly, houses that are not matched with any
homicide in its proximity are more expensive, newer, and larger. For those houses with
at least one homicide, the average number of homicides is 1.6 and the number of sto-
ries about those homicides in the media is 18.46. Those news stories reached on average
865,000 people for each transacted house.
block 1100 of Fake Street. This measurement error is arguably random, and thus would bias the coefficients
of coverage towards zero.

19Housing prices are usually agreed upon 2months in advance fromfinal transfer. Therefore, the relevant
time period for which new coverage on crime can affect housing prices is before 2 months on the recorded
date on ZTRAX.
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Figure 3: Density of log(price) by coverage and homicides

Table 2: Characteristics of Transacted Houses by Homicides, 2014-2018

1 or More Homicides No Homicides
Mean SD Obs. Mean SD Obs.

Panel A. House Chars:
Price 272,804.30 460,777.79 958,952 307,742.17 421,654.75 17,009,759
# Homicides 1.50 1.14 958,952 0.00 0.00 17,009,759
Lot Size (sqft) 1,369,362.51 22213743.36 854,242 1,462,276.61 24259349.75 15,072,602
# Floors 1.52 2.76 860,506 1.34 1.59 14,613,231
# Bedrooms 2.34 1.38 825,281 2.57 1.46 14,132,743
Full Baths 1.39 1.01 855,199 1.76 1.14 14,090,199
Dummy Built-Sold Same Year 0.03 0.17 958,952 0.06 0.24 17,009,759
Area (sqft) 1,697.50 9,792.51 894,371 2,061.49 6,068.35 15,166,860
House Age 58.76 37.75 926,437 40.01 38.16 16,010,947

Panel B. News-stories Chars:
Viewership Homicides 838,776.84 1,881,535.92 958,952 0.00 0.00 17,009,759
# Hom. Stories 18.79 36.50 958,952 0.00 0.00 17,009,759
% Hom. before Gameday 0.29 0.44 958,952 0.00 0.00 17,009,759

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes:

Sporting events by local teams I collect information on dates ofmatches by each team in
the NCAA for both football and basketball, as well as the NBA. The monthly distribution
of these games is shown in Figure B.13. NBA and NCAA basketball games, in particular,
provide useful intraweek variation. The instrument, though, does not provide as much
variation for the summer as it does for all other seasons. Thus, most of the identifying
power of the instrument will be given during the regular season. Still, these three leagues
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provide high levels of temporal variation. As presented in the last two rows of Table 2,
the average house with at least one homicide close-by has one quarter of those homicides
occurring the day of or one day before a gameday.

4 Coverage bias by victim characteristics

I estimate the following model by OLS, where the outcome is news coverage for each vic-
tim, both in the intensive and extensive margin:

coverageidtτ =βnw−v1(v
nonwhite
i = 1) + βnw−s1(s

nonwhite
i = 1)+

βnw−v−s1(v
nonwhite
i = 1)× 1(snonwhite

i = 1)+

βwealthLog(Med.House.V alτ ) + ΓXidtτ + ϵidtτ (1)

where i indexes the incident, in DMA d, at time t, in tract τ by station s and v, s and
nw represent victim, suspect and nonwhite indicators, respectively. The outcome variable
coverageidtτ represents either the extensive margin (a dummy that takes the value of one
when the number of stories about the incident is greater than 0) or the intensive mar-
gin (the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) of the number of stories of the incident). The IHS
transformation can be interpreted the β coefficients of interest as approximate elasticities
or semi-elasticities, depending on the outcome variable.20 The coefficients of interest for
race, compare the coverage for the different race profile of the incident with respect to cov-
erage of white-on-white incidents: βnw−v, for nonwhite victim and white-suspect; βnw−s,
for white victim and nonwhite suspect; and βnw−v−s, for nonwhite victim and nonwhite
suspect. These incident categories by the combination of the race of victim and suspect
will be referred from now in the following way: nonwhite victim (NW.V); nonwhite sus-
pect (NW.S); white victim (W.V); and white suspect (W.S). The last coefficient of interest
is βwealth, which represents the bias in coverage by wealth of neighborhood. The vector of
covariates included in the different specifications is Xidtτ , which varies between rows in
Tables 3 to 4. Some covariates are included in every specification: categorical dummies for
the age of victim and suspect, population of the tract of the victim, a dummy for observed
name of victim, number of victims, sex of the suspect and age category of the suspect.21

20I present results for alternative specifications, both for quantile (median) regressions and negative bi-
nomial models, in Tables A.5 and A.10 in the Appendix. Quantile regressions have the benefit of being
equivariant, and so the IHS transformation should be less important. The negative binomial model, on the
other hand, presents a model where the outcome is explicitly discrete and positive. As will be presented
below, these models provide quite similar results to the OLS model.

21The age categories are 0-15, 16-30; 31-60, and more than 60.
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Other covariates are included in different specifications as will be explained below, which
include dummies for the type of incident. Throughout the different specifications, stan-
dard errors are clustered at the media market level unless otherwise specified.

Figure 4: Extensive margin bias

Figure 5: Intensive margin bias (IHS(# stories))

The different specifications for the above model are presented in Tables 3 for the ex-
tensive margin and 4 for the intensive margin. The first column indicates the raw dif-
ferences in coverage by victim characteristics once differences across media markets are
accounted for. The main regression of interest is presented in Column 2, which includes
neighborhood characteristics. These results are presented in Figures 4 for the extensive
margin coverage and 5 for the intensive margin coverage. They show a substantial gap in
the coverage of homicides with a nonwhite victim or suspect as compared to white-on-
white cases: cases with white victim and nonwhite suspect are 6 percentage points (p.p.)
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more likely to appear in the news at least once, and have 30% more stories in the media.
Similar results hold on both the extensive and intensive margin for coverage of incidents
with nonwhite victims and nonwhite suspects. The case for nonwhite victims and white
suspects is smaller on the extensive and intensive margin, but still sizable. The last coeffi-
cient of interest is the one capturing the correlation with the wealth of the tract, measured
as the median house value in it. Again, the difference in coverage is substantial across
wealth, with a one percent increase in wealth increasing the probability of appearing in
the news by 0.4 p.p., and the overall amount of stories by 0.25%, implying that a victim in
the 90th percentile of the wealth distribution is covered twice as much as those in the 10th
percentile.22. Column 3 replace the DMA fixed effects for observable DMA characteristics,
including log population, share white, median house value, number of tv stations and the
share of vote for the Democratic candidate in 2016’s presidential election. Columns 4 and
5 estimate the model where the observations are now victim-by-station, with Column 4
including DMA fixed effects and Column 5 DMA observable characteristics. Overall, all
the specifications present a very similar picture.

The difference in coverage of homicides with a nonwhite participant is quite large
compared to white-on-white ones, in particular when the suspect is nonwhite. It is natu-
ral to consider how much of this difference can be accounted for by characteristics in the
type of homicides. Fortunately, the GVA includes descriptions of the incidents and this
can be introduced as dummies in the regressions presented above. Incident characteris-
tics include whether they involved the police, were near schools, were a result of mass
shootings, were gang-related, among others (see Appendix E). Furthermore, I am able
to account for differences in the homicide rates by race, in order to account for how rare
each of these incidents are. Both checks are shown in Tables A.7 and A.8, for the extensive
and intensive margin, respectively. Although the point estimates for some categories are
particularly large (police involvement, proximity to a school and mass shootings in par-
ticular), incorporating these variables does very little to the estimated gap in coverage by
race and wealth.

The two takeaways from this section are clear: first, homicides that involve nonwhite
participants are covered much more intensely in the news, in particular when the sus-
pect is nonwhite; second, homicides occurring in wealthier neighborhoods are covered

22The results and the model above is only estimated for the sample in which both the victim and suspect
information is observed. Results for the whole sample, and not just for incidents when the characteristic
of the suspect is observed are presented in the Appendix in Tables A.1 to A.6. The effects for wealth are
positive and significant in the extensive margin, although somewhat smaller, going from 0.25 to 0.15. The
overall effect of the extra coverage of nonwhite victims is about 20% as compared to white victims.
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substantially more than those in less affluent ones.

Table 3: Extensive Margin - Victim and Suspect

Dependent Variable: Covered Covered X Station
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.0260* (0.008) -0.0223* (0.008) -0.0190+ (0.009) -0.0264* (0.006)
V:Age 0-15 0.0571* (0.014) 0.0540* (0.013) 0.0483* (0.014) 0.0534* (0.010)
V:Non-White 0.0346* (0.012) 0.0365* (0.013) 0.0464* (0.015) 0.0288* (0.009)
S:Non-White 0.0582* (0.011) 0.0599* (0.011) 0.0680* (0.014) 0.0480* (0.010)
V NW × SNW -0.0298 (0.017) -0.0383+ (0.015) -0.0397+ (0.018) -0.0359* (0.013)
# Victims -0.00118 (0.004) -0.000709 (0.004) 0.000365 (0.003) 0.000746 (0.003)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.0394* (0.010) 0.0156 (0.013) 0.0292* (0.008)
Log(Poptract) 0.0223+ (0.009) 0.00512 (0.011) -0.0126 (0.007)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0137+ (0.005) -0.0000767 (0.006) 0.00279 (0.004)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) 0.0223 (0.048) 0.00930 (0.037)
Log(PopDMA) 0.00122 (0.067) -0.194* (0.038)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) 0.00640 (0.054) 0.0834+ (0.040)
# Stations -0.00220 (0.005) -0.00674 (0.004)
Observations 25,753 25,152 25,057 188,683
R2 0.142 0.144 0.020 0.131
DMA-FE YES YES NO NO
Mean 0.731 0.732 0.732 0.327

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). V:Non-White and
S:Non-White are dummies equal to one if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the
incident occured is greater than 0.5, for victims and suspect, respectively. All specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy
for no known-age, a dummy for no-known sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.
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Table 4: Intensive Margin - Victim and Suspect

Dependent Variable: IHS(# Stories) IHS(# Stories X Station)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.157* (0.041) -0.140* (0.038) -0.135* (0.040) -0.0705* (0.014)
V:Age 0-15 0.435* (0.070) 0.429* (0.068) 0.402* (0.071) 0.171* (0.027)
V:Non-White 0.165* (0.049) 0.178* (0.052) 0.242* (0.060) 0.0617* (0.021)
S:Non-White 0.272* (0.046) 0.285* (0.047) 0.348* (0.057) 0.113* (0.024)
V NW × SNW -0.232* (0.073) -0.267* (0.065) -0.299* (0.079) -0.0916* (0.030)
# Victims 0.00973 (0.021) 0.0121 (0.020) 0.0198 (0.017) 0.00437 (0.007)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.253* (0.043) 0.152* (0.049) 0.0848* (0.021)
Log(Poptract) 0.0301 (0.036) -0.0321 (0.050) -0.0307 (0.017)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0653* (0.023) -0.00267 (0.027) -0.0000399 (0.011)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) 0.0262 (0.201) 0.00798 (0.089)
Log(PopDMA) -0.383 (0.274) -0.546* (0.086)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) 0.298 (0.226) 0.256* (0.094)
# Stations 0.0106 (0.017) -0.00918 (0.008)
Observations 25,753 25,152 25,057 188,683
R2 0.197 0.200 0.041 0.134
DMA-FE YES YES NO NO
Mean 2.344 2.346 2.348 0.669

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). V:Non-White and
S:Non-White are dummies equal to one if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the
incident occured is greater than 0.5, for victims and suspect, respectively. All specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy
for no known-age, a dummy for no-known sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.

5 A model of bias in coverage

In the previous section I show that there is substantial bias in the media’s coverage of
homicide incidents along race and wealth, even after accounting for differences across the
type of incident and how rare the incident it. How should we think about the incentives
of specific TV stations to engage in this sort of bias? Below, I adapt a simple conceptual
model of preference externalities by Anderson &Waldfogel (2015) that helps explain the
mean bias as a function of market demographics.

Consumers type: Under the framework of Anderson & Waldfogel (2015), consider two
types of consumers (or potential viewers): “white" [w], “nonwhite" [n]. Each individual
consumer type has a preference for bias in the coverage they would like to see reflected
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in the news xw
i . There are three main reasons why consumers might have preferences for

some bias in the crime news they consume. First, individuals might get a higher return
from a private action with more information. This encompasses cases such as the deci-
sion of what house to buy, how much to pay for it, what commute to take to work, etc.
In principle, if the news organization has no limit on the information that it can commu-
nicate, under the private action motive a consumer would prefer unbiased crime news.
Under limited space for the news communication, however, a rational consumer might
prefer some degree of bias in the news consumed by others if that means that the news
they care about are always reflected accurately.23 Second, coverage of crime news might
have an entertainment value, if consumers have preferences for salaciousness, for exam-
ple. Lastly, consumers might get ‘psychological utility’ from biased crime news if they
would like to see their priors validated in the news cycle. This might occur if consumers
have a stereotype about a group of individuals, and they would get utility from seeing
their beliefs reflected in the media. All three sources of value from the news is compatible
with preferences for some sort of bias in consumer crime coverage.

Consider, in this setting, a one-dimensional type of bias. Both groups have different
uniform distributions of preferences for bias, so xw

i ∼ U [0, 1] and xn
i ∼ U [z, 1 + z] with

densities fn < fw, where z ∈ [0, 1], so the overlap in distributions is 1− z (see Figure 6)24.
In a Hotelling-style model, each individual consumer decides to tune into one station or
another, depending on the distance of the bias selected by the TV station to their preferred
bias. This is captured as a probability of watching the news d(t|xi − xs|), with d(·) being a
decreasing function. t represents the transportation cost of not consuming their ideal bias.

Advertisers: Most local TV stations are free-to-air, and thus, do not charge subscription
prices to access their content. TV stations’ revenue comes from what advertisers pay to
reach the audience tuning in. Assume a continuum of advertisers of mass A = 1 in each
market. All advertisers have a common willingness to pay (WTP) to reach consumers
from each type but differ in the WTP to reach consumers across type. In particular, I
assume that the WTP to reach consumers of type ‘white’ (ϕw) is larger than to reach the
‘nonwhite’ type (ϕn), based on average higher purchasing power by type w. Given these

23Imagine there are two homicides, one that ismore relevant to awhite consumer (withWV andWS) and
another more relevant to a nonwhite consumer (with NWV and NWS). If the TV station can only report on
one of the two homicides because of limited space, each consumer would prefer some degree of bias in the
news presented to the other group (e.i., that the TV station does not present that story and instead presents
the one they are interested in).

24To be precise, fn and fw do not have to be densities, as they do not need to integrate to 1. They can be
thought as scaled densities by population shares.
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Figure 6: Distribution of ideal bias for white (fw) and nonwhite (fn) types

1

fw

1 + z

fn

z

considerations, each advertiser selects in which TV station to advertise.

Station: TV stations receive revenue based on the share of individuals of each type that
tunes into their signal, weighted by the WTP that each advertiser pays to reach that type.
I initially consider the case of a representative TV station in the market with a profit func-
tion, so the problem the station solves is defined as:

max
xs

ΠM = max
xs

[
ϕw

∫ 1

0

d(t|xw
i − xs|)dxw

i + ϕn

∫ 1+z

z

d(t|xn
i − xs|)dxn

i

]
(2)

Equilibrium under monopoly: The equilibrium of this simple model is given by the
monopolist catering more towards the white-type, as they are larger in size and the ad-
vertisers pay more to reach them. Consider the case where ϕw = ϕn and fw = fn, then
both groups are identical and the monopolist would choose their bias to be x∗

s = (1+z)/2.
On the other hand, if ϕn = 0, then the monopolist does not consider the tastes of the non-
white type consumers at all, and x∗

s = 1/2, catering perfectly to the median consumer of
the white-type. It can be shown that ∂x∗

s

∂fn
> 0, so the larger the size of n, the more content

caters towards their preference for bias. Similarly, ∂x∗
s

∂ϕn
> 0, and thus larger purchasing

power of n implies that the observed bias will be more reflective of their preferences. The
simple comparative statics of an increase in the population of n is depicted in Figure 7.
In it, the monopolist selects bias xM

s when the population of nonwhite types is fn, and it
shifts to the right xM ′

s when the population increases to f ′
n.
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Figure 7: As share nonwhite grows, TV station caters more to median nonwhite
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Equilibrium under duopoly: Lastly, this simple model allows to consider the effects of
an increase in competition in the media market. Consider a duopoly, with TV stations
1 and 2 participating in the media market. For simplicity assume z = 1, so the types
do not overlap. Consider an initial selection of bias in which Firm 1 caters mostly to the
white-type so x1 < x2. If firm 1 were to move δ to the right, it would increase profit
by [

δd(tx1)− ( δ
2
d(1

2
t(x1 + x2))

]
ϕwfw. These terms encapsulate the gains from obtaining a

new share of the white audience, given by δd(tx1)ϕwfw, and a loss of that part of the au-
dience that now is split between tuning into station 1 or station 2, given by δ

2
d(1

2
t(x1 +

x2))ϕwfw. A similar increase would occur for Firm 2. In equilibrium, ϕwfwd(t(x1)) =

ϕnfnd(t(2 − x2)). Because ϕwfw > ϕnfn, then x1 < 2 − x2, and so Firm 1 is closer to
the median of w-type than Firm 2 to median of n-type. It will also be true that under this
model there will be horizontal differentiation, which can be seen in Figure 8. In this case,
although firms differentiate themselves, Firm 1’s selection of bias is closer to the median
of the white type than Firm 2’s bias to the median of the nonwhite type.

Taking stock of themodel: This simplemodel of preference externalities has threemain
predictions of what should be observed in the data. First, there will be an under-coverage
of news preferred by nonwhites, as media outlets cater more to white population. Sec-
ond, as the share of nonwhite population increases, under-coverage of news nonwhites
prefer decreases. Third, competition increases variation in biases (there is horizontal dif-
ferentiation), but not necessarily the mean of the bias. The following section tests these
implications in the data.
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Figure 8: Equilibrium under duopoly
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6 Bias estimates by TV station

This section presents empirical evidence ofmedia bias in crime coverage in the dimensions
of race and wealth and test the predictions of the the model presented in Section 5. To
estimate the bias at the station level I regress the inverse hyperbolic sine of the number of
stories of homicides with information on the suspect (nis) on those characteristics, similar
to Equation 1. I employ the following linear regression:

nisdτ =βs
nw−v1(v

nonwhite
i = 1) + βs

nw−s1(s
nonwhite
i = 1)+

βs
nw−v−s1(v

nonwhite
i = 1)× 1(snonwhite

i = 1)+

βs
wealthLog(Med.House.V alτ ) + ΓXiτ + ϵisdτ (3)

where again i indexes the incident, in DMA d, at time t, in tract τ by station s and v, s and
nw represent victim, suspect and nonwhite indicators, respectively.

Once I have estimated the bias for each station in the sample, I then regress those
estimated bias coefficients (multiplied by 100 so they can be thought as percentages or
elasticities) on DMA and station characteristics:

B̂sd = XdΘ+ ζsd (4)
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where B̂sd = {β̂s
nw−v, β̂

s
nw−s, β̂

s
nw−v−s, β̂

s
wealth}. Given that the number of victims can vary

substantially betweenmediamarkets, possibly affecting the precision of the estimated bias
by station, Imodel the heteroskedasticity of the error terms explicitly, so the variance of ζsd,
σsd, is a function of the number of victims in the market. That is, σsd = exp(#V ictimsd, α),
where α is the vector of coefficients of the linear combination of#V ictimsd and a constant
term. The model is estimated by ML following Harvey (1976).25

6.1 Bias in function of market demographics

The basic prediction to be tested from the model in Section 5 is that market-level demo-
graphics are correlated with the observed bias. Thus,Xd incorporates demographic char-
acteristics of the market (shares of Black and Hispanic populations in percentage points),
the number of stations, the Herfindahl Index for market competition , the median wealth
in the market measured by the log of the median house value, and the proxy for racial
animus proposed by Stephens-Davidowitz (2014).26

Table 5 presents the estimates for Θ in Equation 4, for each of the estimated biases by
race (as compared to white-on-white) and bywealth.27 The first column of each estimated
bias recovers the correlation of the bias with the Share Black and the Share Hispanic in the
market. The second column of each outcome adds other observed market characteristics.
The results of Table 5 indicate a strong correlation between the share Black in the market
and higher over-coverage of homicides where both the victim and the suspect are non-
white. Recall that the measure of bias by station is calculated using coverage per incident,
so there is no mechanical relationship between local Black population share and coverage
of homicides involving Black individuals. Markets with a 1 p.p. higher Black share in-
crease the coverage of nonwhite on nonwhite homicides by close to 1%. The correlation
with the over-coverage of intra-racial crimes is negative, although less precisely estimated,
as an increase of 1 p.p. in the share Black decreases the over-coverage ofwhite victimswith
nonwhite suspects by 0.25% and of nonwhite victims and white suspects by 0.6%. Lastly,
the correlation of market demographics with the bias along wealth is quite small, which
suggests that desired bias along wealth does not change much across market demograph-
ics. However, bias to cover more wealthier areas does increase with the median wealth

25This estimation is more efficient than heteroskedastic robust models when the heteroskedasticity is
correctly specified. I also present results for heteroskedastic robust standard errors in the Appendix.

26The proxy for racial animus by market is given by the percent of Google search queries that include
racially charged language.

27OLS results with heteroskedastic robust standard errors are presented in Table A.11. They are qualita-
tively similar, but less precisely estimated.
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of the media market as a whole as a 1% increase in the wealth of the market is correlated
with an increase of 0.08 p.p. in the elasticity of wealth to coverage.

Table 5: Correlates of Bias by Station - Heteroskedastic Linear Regression

Dependent Variable: NW.V NW.S NW.V-NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Share Black in DMA -0.621* -0.550* -0.249 -0.245 1.038* 1.083* -0.0700 0.181
(0.146) (0.161) (0.158) (0.173) (0.187) (0.212) (0.139) (0.153)

Share Hispanic in DMA -0.0917 0.0963 0.250* 0.579* -0.170 -0.360* -0.209* -0.141
(0.076) (0.091) (0.093) (0.107) (0.100) (0.132) (0.074) (0.093)

Racial Animus 0.151 0.320* -0.349+ -0.406*
(0.109) (0.124) (0.153) (0.109)

Number Stations -0.00776 -1.112* 0.649 -0.500
(0.310) (0.378) (0.470) (0.325)

Herfindahl Index 31.65 -18.55 -59.87 -19.22
(30.861) (31.904) (39.001) (28.611)

Log. Pop DMA -2.372 0.134 -3.873 -0.782
(2.364) (2.597) (3.195) (2.292)

Log. House Value DMA -3.620 2.261 8.989 8.228+
(3.729) (4.589) (5.697) (3.950)

Constant 15.14* 73.84 8.053+ -33.03 -18.13* -36.25 11.57* -45.56
(3.326) (49.700) (3.345) (58.794) (4.183) (72.769) (3.111) (51.034)

log(σ2)

Number Victims in Market -0.00250* -0.00323* -0.00132* -0.00240* -0.00225* -0.00231* -0.00226* -0.00261*
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Constant 7.796* 7.961* 7.647* 7.794* 8.131* 8.138* 7.370* 7.352*
(0.092) (0.094) (0.092) (0.094) (0.092) (0.094) (0.092) (0.094)

Observations 923 900 923 900 923 900 923 900
DMA Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Mean 9.569 10.15 11.19 11.31 -10.04 -10.53 9.063 8.787

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Standard errors based on heteroskedasticity as function of number of victims per market in
parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes are the regression coefficients of Equation 3, capturing estimated bias by station along for
race of victim and suspect, compared to white-on-white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.

In terms of the correlation of the estimated biases and the share Hispanic in the mar-
ket, although the effects are not as robust as those for the Black share, the correlation has
the opposite effect than that of the share Black: as the share Hispanic increases the es-
timated bias to over-cover intra-racial crime increases, and the coverage of nonwhite on
nonwhite crime decreases. One possible explanation for these, perhaps unintuitive re-
sults, is that as the share Hispanic in the market increases, it is also more likely for there
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to be one Spanish speaking TV station. Thus, if Hispanics turn to those Spanish speaking
stations, then all the other English-speaking stations have an incentive to disregard com-
pletely preferences of the Hispanic group, and only cater to the preference for bias of the
white population.

One last noteworthy result is that the correlation of the racial animus proxy goes in
the opposite direction as the Black share: as the racial animus in the market increases, the
tendency to over-cover intra-racial homicides increases and the coverage of nonwhite on
nonwhite crime decreases. In particular, the bias to over-cover white victims with non-
white suspects decreases by 0.3% for every 1 p.p. increase in the share racially charged
searches.

These results strongly suggest that TV stations select their bias responding mostly
to market demographics. An alternative of uncovering this relationship is to regress the
average value of the bias by market B̂d = 1

#Stations

∑
s B̂sd on market demographics. Fig-

ure 9 presents the scatter-plot of the market bias for coverage of nonwhite on nonwhite
homicides as a function of the share Black in the market. The biggest 20 markets are color
coded in red. Smaller markets, as the gray dots, are also part of the correlation estimates,
but are not labeled. As can be observed, coverage of incidents with nonwhite victims and
suspects increase as the share Black in the media market increases.

6.2 Horizontal differentiation in bias as function ofmarket competition

The final testable prediction of the model in Section 5, concerns TV station specialization
in the presence of higher competition. This higher competition should be positively cor-
related with the within market variance of the bias, but not necessarily with the mean. In
order to test this part of the model, I regress the average bias in the market and the stan-
dard deviation of the market on the log of the number of TV stations in the market over
the population. Estimates of these regressions are presented in Table 6 for the mean, and
in Table 7 for the standard deviation. 28

28The results for the heteroskedastic robust model is presented in Table A.12 for the mean, and in Table
A.13 for the standard deviation.
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Figure 9: Correlation between market bias to cover of nw-nw crimes and share Black

Table 6: Mean Bias by DMA

NW.V NW.S NW.V X NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log. (Stations/Pop) 2.382 2.759 -2.995 3.144
(4.173) (3.725) (4.219) (3.016)

Constant 38.38 44.63 -46.53 46.93
(52.574) (47.634) (54.663) (39.321)

log(σ2)

Number Victims in Market -0.00192* -0.00269* -0.00333* -0.00367*
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 7.461* 7.595* 8.191* 7.453*
(0.194) (0.194) (0.194) (0.194)

Observations 193 193 193 193
DMA Chars NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO
Mean 10.74 13.19 -12.38 9.213

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Standard errors based on heteroskedasticity as function of number of victims per market in
parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes are the mean regression coefficients for characteristics of the crime being for race of victim
and suspect, compared to white-on-white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.
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Table 7: Standard deviation of Bias by DMA

NW.V NW.S NW.V X NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log. (Stations/Pop) 9.654* 8.083* 8.511* 8.531*
(0.891) (1.001) (1.431) (0.886)

Constant 132.2* 113.8* 121.8* 116.9*
(11.691) (12.841) (18.196) (11.597)

log(σ2)

Number Victims in Market -0.00407* -0.00276* -0.00235* -0.00387*
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 4.955* 5.286* 5.535* 5.356*
(0.204) (0.204) (0.204) (0.204)

Observations 180 180 180 180
DMA Chars NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO
Mean 15.72 15.71 18.46 14.23

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Standard errors based on heteroskedasticity as function of number of victims per market in
parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes are the standard errors of the regression coefficients for characteristics of the crime being
for race of victim and suspect, compared to white-on-white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.

The results show that the correlation of the mean bias by market and the number of
per-capita stations is indistinguishable from zero. At the same time, there is a positive and
statistically significant correlation between the bias and that proxy of competition. These
results suggest that TV stations create niches in their market by selecting different bias
in crime news coverage than the competition. Given that TV stations are not competing
for prices, horizontal differentiation along coverage of crime seems to be an important
strategy for them. 29

6.3 Summary: how do news outlets cover crime news?

Thus far I have presented substantial evidence of bias in coverage by race and wealth.
Furthermore, I have argued that TV stations seem to be responding to a combination
of demand-driven biases highly correlated with market demographics, and competition

29Although entry is an equilibrium outcome and a full entry model might be estimable with the data
hereby used, estimation of such a model is beyond the scope of this paper.
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forces that increase the degree of horizontal differentiation in the selected bias. Although
these results are interesting in and of themselves, it is unclear whether they affect econom-
ically relevant outcomes. The purpose of the next section is to examine these effects in the
context of the housing market.

7 Crime news and housing markets

So far, I have presented evidence of systematic bias in the reporting of crime news, which
implies that the stories presented on TV are not a random sample of homicides. In this
section I evaluate if crime coverage affects housing markets, and in particular, if it affects
housing prices. Understanding the effect of crime coverage on these outcomes is key as
houses represent the main asset of most U.S. households (62% of the average household
wealth). Thus, understanding how much of the fluctuation in housing prices are due to
bias in news reporting is a first order concern. Standard economic theory suggests that
housing prices represent the market evaluation of both the characteristics of the house
(such as number of bathrooms, bedrooms, square footage, and so on), but also of the
amenities attached to the neighborhoodwhere the house is located (Rosen, 1974). Among
these amenities, security is a very important one. However, the market evaluation of the
security amenity fundamentally depends on buyers’ and sellers’ perceived level of crime,
which might differ from the actual level of security. News coverage can play a critical role
in the formation of these perceptions (Mastrorocco&Minale, 2016, RamirezAlvarez, 2017,
Esberg & Mummolo, 2018), and so, when the actual crime rate is lower than the covered
crime rates, home prices might be negatively impacted by this information friction.

7.1 Statistical framework for housing prices

The object of interest for this part of the paper is to estimate the effect ofmedia crime cover-
age on housing prices and disentangle this effect from the non-media effects of homicides.
That is, I want to estimate

E[lnPijt(news(homi))|homi, Xi]

where i is the house transacted, j is tract, t time. homi is the number of homicides in
the vicinity of the house, news(homi) is a measure of the coverage of those homicides (see
Section 3 for the details on the definition of vicinity and the time frame considered) andXi

is a set of controls. The main measure of the news coverage will be the extensive margin;
that is, if at least one of the homicides in the vicinity gets covered by the news, but I also
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estimate coverage as the IHS of the overall rating of the news. I estimate the following first
and second stage regressions:

NewsCoverageofHomi = θHomi +Xiγ + ϕj + νtj + ζijt (5)
lnPijt = α1NewsCoverageofHomi + α2Homi +Xiβ + δj + µtj + ϵijt (6)

withXi is a vector of a constant, and possibly other house characteristics, δj are tract fixed
effects, tj is a time trend (possibly tract-specific), and ζijt alongwith ϵijt are the error term.
The second stage price regression, or hedonicmodel, used extensively in the literature (see
Rosen (1974)) to price house and neighborhood-level amenities.30 The main challenge for
identification of the parameter of interest α1 is that news coverage is not random, and
so NewsCoverageofHomi is likely correlated with ϵijt. This concern of omitted variable
bias is partially addressed by the use of tract fixed effects (δj), so the variation used in
the estimation is comparing houses in close geographical areas, which presumably share
several neighborhood-level amenities as well. However, the tract fixed effects might not
be enough for identification, as news stations might be selecting which crimes to report on
even within neighborhoods. In the following section, I explain the identification strategy
that allows me to overcome the endogeneity coming from news station crime coverage. I
propose two identification strategies to estimate α1: instrumental variables, and repeated
sales model. I explain them below.

7.2 Sporting events instrument

My identification strategy is based on exploiting the plausibly exogenous timing of the
schedule of games played by local teams for eachmediamarket. Concretely, I use the share
of homicides around a house on or the day before a gameday by a local team. The idea of
the instrument is that the relevance builds on the fact that two of themain types of content
that local news cover are crime and sporting events. In days with more sporting events,
one would expect crime coverage to diminish, as sporting coverage crowds it out.31 This
idea is in spirit similar to the approach of Eisensee & Strömberg (2007). The independence
assumption implies that conditional on tract, and possibly month, the share of homicides
during or before gameday is as good as random. The exclusion restriction seems plausible,

30In the Appendix I present a simple extension to Rosen (1974), showing that the basic interpretation
of Rosen that the price gradient represents the MWTP for the non-marketable amenity (crime in this case)
does not hold under uncertainty of the level of said amenity. Thus, estimating the MWTP to avoid crime
without including news coverage will be a biased estimate.

31Anecdotally, crime reporters who I have interviewed have mentioned that often news outlets reallocate
crime staff to cover sporting events.
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as it is hard to think of unobservables affecting house prices that could also be affected by
changes in the share. Asmentioned in Section 3, I use variation on gamedays coming from
college basketball, college football and the NBA.

The identification strategy is exemplified in Figure 10. Consider two houses within
the same tract, with both houses having the same number of homicides in its vicinity (5 in
this case). Blue dots indicate homicides that did not happen on or before gamedays of local
teams. Red dots indicate homicides that did happen on or before gamedays. The identi-
fication strategy exploits the fact that the house in Panel (a) has a share of 1/5 homicides
occurring on or before gamedays, while the one in Panel (b) has a share of 4/5 homicides
occurring on or before gamedays. Thus, the level of coverage for house (a) is exogenously
larger than that of house (b). The following subsection provides evidence of the relevance
of the instrument and the 2SLS estimates of the causal effect of media coverage on housing
prices.

Figure 10: Sport event instrument: gameday homicides(red), non-gameday homicides
(blue)

(a) More crimes in non-gamedays (b) More crimes in gamedays
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7.2.1 Basic results

Table 8: First stage and Reduced Form

Panel A. First Stage
1(# Hom.Stories≥1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
% Hom. before Gameday -0.0872** -0.0844** -0.0840** -0.0809**

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)
1(# Hom. ≥ 1) 0.711** 0.624** 0.687** 0.574**

(0.003) (0.011) (0.003) (0.004)
# Homicides 0.0670** 0.0864**

(0.008) (0.002)
N 13,804,834 13,804,834 7,781,613 7,781,613
R2 0.725 0.731 0.707 0.716
F 27005.491 20402.543 5579.454 6435.627
Tract FE YES YES YES YES
Month FE YES YES YES YES
Time Trend YES YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO YES YES
K-P Robust F 431.179 409.309 333.470 314.410
Panel B. Reduced Form

Log Price
(1) (2) (3) (4)

% Hom. before Gameday 0.00769* 0.00750* 0.00653* 0.00643*
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

1(# Hom. ≥ 1) -0.0281** -0.0221** -0.0135** -0.00980**
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

# Homicides -0.00459** -0.00280+
(0.001) (0.001)

N 13,804,834 13,804,834 7,781,613 7,781,613
R2 0.583 0.583 0.720 0.720
F 9405.071 7059.702 11779.441 10710.850
Tract FE YES YES YES YES
Month FE YES YES YES YES
Time Trend YES YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO YES YES

Source: Zillow; GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by tract. Instrumental variables equal to 0 when
not defined (homicides=0). (*** p < 0.001;** p < 0.01 ; * p < 0.05).
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First stage: Panel A of Table 8 presents the results from the first stage of the 2SLS. All
models include tract and month fixed effects as well as a time trend to account for secular
appreciation and market seasonality. Standard errors are clustered at the tract level. The
first two columns use the whole sample and the last two only the sample for which all the
house characteristics are observed. The estimation of the tract fixed effects is key for the
identification of the effects of having one ormore homicides in close proximity to the house
being transacted. Thus, in order to avoid reducing the sample due tomissing observations,
the especifications inColumns 1 and 2 are preferred. Column 1 adds a control for having at
least one homicide in the area. Column 2 adds a control for the total number of homicides
besides the first. Although the instrument is in principle not defined for houses that do
not have any homicides in the vicinity, I define the instrument to be a constant (of zero)
throughout and add a dummy (equivalent to having at least one homicide) to the controls.
Asmentioned, specificationswith thewhole sample (in Columns 1 and 2) have the benefit
of estimating amore precise set of tract andmonth fixed effects, thus reducing attenuation
bias for the estimate of the instrument. Both the point estimates and the Kleibergen-Paap
Robust F (between 314 and 431) indicate that the instrument is strong in all four cases.
Those values are substantially higher than the rule of thumb threshold used for testing
if the instrument is weak (Stock & Yogo, 2002). Overall, these first stage results indicate
that, as predicted, increasing the share of homicides during or before gameday from 0 to
100% reduces the probability of any homicide around the house appearing in the news by
about 8.5%.

Reduced form: The reduced form effects are presented in Panel B of Table 8. The results
indicate that when using the whole sample, as the share of homicides around a sold house
that occurred before a gameday increase from 0 to 100%, the price of said house increases
by 0.075% (Columns 1 and 2). The effect is somewhat smaller when the other character-
istics of the house are included as controls, giving an increase of about 0.065% (Columns
3 and 4).

2SLS: For themain results of the instrumental variables research design using thewhole
sample, the OLS and 2SLS estimates are presented in Table 9. First, the OLS estimates
(Columns 1 to 6) are divided between the raw correlations of prices and homicides, news
coverage and both (Columns 1 to 3) and the estimates including tract and month FE, and
the time trend (Columns 4 to 6). The correlation in Column 1 between housing prices and
homicides is large: it indicates that houses that have at least one homicide in the vicin-
ity are sold for 27% less, and that each additional homicide further decreases prices by
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15%. Of course, this comparison is not really made across similar houses, as those with
at least one homicide are located in areas that tend to have worst amenities along other
dimensions, like schooling, air quality, among others. The raw correlation with having at
least one homicide story in the news is even larger, with the reduction in price being -55%
(Column 2). Column 3 shows that the correlation is negative and precise, even when both
coverage and the number of homicides are included. Columns 4 to 6make the comparison
muchmore sensible, as the captured variation comes from houses in the same tract, trans-
acted in similar periods of time, but where one house has some level of homicides and
possible some extensive margin coverage in the news. Column 4 indicates that having at
least one homicide is correlated with a 2.2% decrease in prices, and each additional homi-
cide correlates with a further reduction of 0.7%. Column 5 shows that there is a reduction
of 2% in the prices of houses that have at least one homicide in the news. Column 6 shows
that the correlation between homicides and prices is still negative and substantial, while
the point estimate for coverage is now positive, implying an increase in price of 1.5%. The
OLS estimate indicates a similar bias to the one found in the Section 4, with the houses
being covered being the ones with higher prices within the tract.

Finally, Columns 7 and 8 present 2SLS estimated using the share of homicides on
gamedays as instrument for endogeneous media coverage on crime. Estimates in Column
7 controls for whether there was a homicide in the vicinity of the house during the rele-
vant time window, while Column 8 also controls for the total number of homicides. Both
Columns 7 and 8 indicate important effects of media coverage on crime. Conditional on
having at least one homicide in the vicinity, having at least one story in the news decrease
housing prices by 7.38%.32

TableA.16 in theAppendix presents the respective set of results including house char-
acteristics as controls.

32-0.139+0.0652=-0.0738
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Table 9: Effects of One or More Stories of Homicides on Housing Prices

OLS IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price
1(# Hom. Stories ≥ 1) -0.364** -0.157** -0.0226** 0.00405 -0.0881* -0.0888*

(0.010) (0.012) (0.002) (0.004) (0.039) (0.040)
1(# Hom. ≥ 1) -0.163** -0.0673** -0.0226** 0.0346 0.0333

(0.017) (0.016) (0.004) (0.027) (0.024)
# Homicides -0.0975** -0.0870** -0.0131** -0.00491** 0.00136

(0.011) (0.010) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003)

Ext. Mg. Coverage:
1(# Hom.Stories≥1) + 1(# Hom.≥1) -0.225** -0.019** -0.054** -0.056**

(0.017) (0.003) (0.012) (0.016)
N 13,806,304 13,806,304 13,806,304 13,804,834 13,804,834 13,804,834 13,804,834 13,804,834
R2 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.583 0.583 0.583 0.015 0.015
K-P Robust F 431.179 409.309
Tract FE NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
Time Trend NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Source: Zillow; GVA;News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by tract. Instrumental variables equal to 0when not defined (homicides=0).
(** p < 0.01;* p < 0.05 ; + p < 0.1 ).

7.2.2 Longer term effects

The previous set of results show that coverage of homicides that occur in the last three
months before the price is agreed, decreases the value of house within a half-a-mile radius
by about 5.5%. These are short term effects, and thus, the question remains on what are
the effects of coverage in a medium time frame. To explore this question the following
specification:

lnPijt = α1NewsCoverageofHomq
i + α2Homq

i +Xiβ + δj + µtj + ϵijt (7)

where q represents the quarter in which the homicide and coverage took place, with
q ∈ {−6,−5, ...,+1}. The case for q = +1 is included as a placebo test, as the effect of homi-
cides after the house has been transacted should not be affecting the price. The instrument
for the coverage of homicides in each quarter, is given by the corresponding share of homi-
cides that occurred before a gameday in that same quarter. That is, the set of equations in
7 includes specification 5 (that is, q = −1).

The results from equations in 7 are presented visually in Figures 11 and 12, for the
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Figure 11: Effect of Covered Homicide on Prices by Timing of Homicide (without House
Char)

whole sample and the sample with house characteristics, respectively. The first thing to
note is that, as expected, the placebo test for q = +1 shows that the effect of coverage of
homicides 1 quarter after the house has been transacted is indistinguishable from zero,
and very small in magnitude (about 0.8%). The result from this test provides confidence
in the research design here proposed.

The second thing to note from the figure is that all the coefficients for coverage of
homicides occurring before the house transaction are negative. The largest effects for cov-
erage are concentrated on homicides occurring in the previous quarter before the sale (-5.1
%), and one year before the sale (-8.6 %).

7.3 Repeated sales model

An alternative way of estimating the effect of news coverage is using repeated sales. If
the same house is observed to be transacted twice or more, then it is possible to include
individual house fixed effects, which would control for unobserved time-invariant house
characteristics. This strategy is particularly useful if homicides are not exogenous condi-
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Figure 12: Effect of Covered Homicide on Prices by Timing of Homicide (with House
Char)

tional on tract and month fixed effects. The estimated model is thus:

lnPijt = α̃1NewsCoverageofHomi + α̃2Homi +Xiβ̃ + ηi + δ̃j + µ̃tj + ϵ̃ijt (8)

following the same notation as in Equation 5, plus the house fixed effects ηi.

However, there are certain limitations with this strategy. First, house fixed effects can
only be accounted for houses that are transacted at least twice during a relatively short time
window - between June 2014 and March 2018. Therefore, the sample of housing trans-
actions used for estimation are likely to be different from the average transacted house,
which might raise concerns for the generalizability of the results. Second, under hetero-
geneous treatment effects, the identified parameters for these sort of two-way fixed effects
is a weight of the house-time ATEs, possibly with negative weights (De Chaisemartin &
d’Haultfoeuille, 2020).

These limitations notwithstanding, the results are presented in Table 10. Columns 1
to 3 include only house fixed effects. As can be seen in Columns 1 to 3, homicides and ex-
tensive margin coverage appear to have a positive and statistically significant effect. This
is unlikely to reflect the true effects. Given the homicides have a seasonality that is similar
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to the seasonality of higher prices in the housing market, with the summer accounting
for both higher prices and higher homicide rates, the inclusion of month fixed effects is
quite important. Additionally, tract-specific time trends can account for differential gen-
trification trajectories by neighborhood that might be confounding the effect of crime cov-
erage. Both set of controls are included on Columns 4 to 6. In Column 4 the correlation
between homicides and prices is negative, but with an effect size indistinguishable from
zero. Columns 5 shows that coverage in the extensive margin decreases housing prices by
1% unconditionally on homicides. Lastly, Column 6 shows that the effect of news coverage
conditional on the number of homicides is somewhat larger, of about -1.6%. Interestingly,
neither of the coefficients for homicides themselves appears as statistically significant. This
suggest that the bulk of the effect of homicides on house prices is mainly driven by the dif-
ference in news coverage.

Table 10: Repeated Sales - Effects of One or More Stories of Homicides on Housing Prices

Log Price
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1(# Hom.Stories≥1) 0.0220** 0.0367** -0.0103* -0.0166**
(0.005) (0.008) (0.004) (0.006)

1(# Hom.≥1) -0.00757 -0.0297** -0.00186 0.00814
(0.006) (0.008) (0.005) (0.006)

# Homicides 0.0110** 0.00872** -0.00168 -0.000663
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 3,090,793 3,090,793 3,090,793 3,090,793 3,090,793 3,090,793
R2 0.783 0.783 0.783 0.820 0.820 0.820
House FE YES YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE NO NO NO YES YES YES
TractXTime Trend NO NO NO YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO

Source: Zillow; GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by block group. IV column includes dummy for 0 homicides. (** p < 0.01 ;
* p < 0.05).

8 Estimates of the Cost of News Bias for House Owners

The combination of the estimates of the bias in coverage by race and the effects of news
coverage on housing prices allows tomake some back-of-the-envelope calculations forwel-
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fare effects of these biases. In order to simplify the estimation, consider the difference in
coverage only by victim race. The idea is to estimate the difference in expected prices of
houses where victims are minorities and get covered as such, to one where those minority
victims would have been covered as white victims. That is, I estimate:

η = E[lnPijt|newsnw(homnw
i ), homnw

i = 1, Xijt]−

E[lnPijt|newsw(homnw
i ), homnw

i = 1, Xijt] (9)
= α1 × βnw−v (10)

As illustrated in Table A.1, nonwhite victims are about 5.7 percentage points more likely
to be covered by the news (βnw−v). On the other hand, as presented in Subsection 7.1, α1

- having at least one homicide appearing in the news -reduces house prices by 7.5%. This
implies that for a neighborhood where all the victims are nonwhite, the difference in the
reduction of housing prices between a world with no media bias and one with the current
estimated bias is 7.5/100× 5.7/100 = 0.42%. At the median house value of neighborhoods
with minority share of 50% or higher ($184,440), a 0.42% impact on prices implies there
is a reduction of $774.65 per house.

9 Conclusions

I rely on novel data linking almost the universe of homicides to individual news stories
in local TV stations to estimate the bias in crime news coverage by race and wealth. My
estimates suggest large biases, with the media covering homicides involving nonwhite
participants to a much larger extent than when both victim and suspect are white. I find
that compared to the latter, incidents where the victim is white and suspect is nonwhite
are covered 28% more; those with nonwhite victim and white suspect 18% more; and
nonwhite victim with nonwhite suspect 19% more. There are also important biases along
wealth, as a 1% increase in the wealth of the tract where the victim died increases the
number of stories by 0.25%.

A simplemodel of preference externalities suggests that TV stations are responding to
market demographics and competition. A higher market-level share of Black population
decreases the over-coverage of intra-racial homicides and increases coverage of nonwhite
on nonwhite ones. At the same time, TV stations have an incentive to select different bi-
ases than their competition, catering to different niches within the market. Thus, higher
competition increases horizontal differentiation along their selected bias.
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Finally, I show evidence of the economic importance of bias in crime news and its
effect on housing markets. Using an instrumental variable approach, I find that having a
homicide covered by TV media close by to a house reduces its price by as much as 7.5%.
Combining the estimated bias to over-cover nonwhite homicides, back-of-the-envelope
calculations suggest that housing prices in minority neighborhoods can be suppressed by
close to half a percentage point. Bias in coverage of crimes can be quite important to un-
derstand other outcomes, such as racial segregation. This is the next step in this research
agenda.
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A Additional Tables
Table A.1: Extensive Margin - Victim

Dependent Variable: Covered Covered X Station
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.0385* (0.010) -0.0360* (0.009) -0.0299* (0.010) -0.0336* (0.005)
V:Age 0-15 0.0480* (0.016) 0.0470* (0.015) 0.0373+ (0.015) 0.0507* (0.009)
V:Non-White 0.0697* (0.007) 0.0569* (0.008) 0.0730* (0.009) 0.0383* (0.007)
# Victims 0.00219 (0.006) 0.00242 (0.006) 0.00323 (0.005) 0.00225 (0.004)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.0179 (0.010) -0.00691 (0.015) 0.0160+ (0.008)
Log(Poptract) 0.0218* (0.007) 0.00690 (0.010) -0.00829 (0.006)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0132* (0.004) -0.00299 (0.006) 0.00398 (0.003)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) 0.0739 (0.049) 0.0201 (0.036)
Log(PopDMA) 0.00715 (0.064) -0.180* (0.038)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) -0.00438 (0.055) 0.0661 (0.040)
# Stations -0.00541 (0.005) -0.00564 (0.003)
Observations 47,281 45,906 45,739 374,981
R2 0.137 0.139 0.035 0.141
DMA-FE YES YES NO NO
Mean 0.704 0.705 0.705 0.281

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, * :< 0.01). V:Non-White is a
dummy variable equal to one if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident
occured is greater than 0.5. All specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a dummy for no-known
sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.
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Table A.2: Intensive Margin - Victim

Dependent Variable: # Stories # Stories X Station
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -3.114* (0.626) -2.905* (0.549) -2.834* (0.551) -0.340* (0.046)
V:Age 0-15 7.350* (1.146) 7.329* (1.077) 7.214* (1.092) 0.675* (0.091)
V:Non-White 0.759+ (0.346) 1.004* (0.311) 1.871* (0.362) 0.187* (0.052)
# Victims 0.374 (0.351) 0.391 (0.345) 0.476 (0.310) 0.0374 (0.030)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 2.309* (0.534) 1.565* (0.554) 0.190* (0.060)
Log(Poptract) -0.210 (0.251) -0.595 (0.419) -0.0537 (0.047)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.368+ (0.168) 0.120 (0.221) 0.0186 (0.022)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) -0.947 (1.715) -0.0568 (0.231)
Log(PopDMA) -6.264* (2.135) -1.629* (0.240)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) 5.112+ (2.069) 0.745* (0.259)
# Stations 0.353+ (0.145) 0.00798 (0.021)
Observations 47,281 45,906 45,739 374,981
R2 0.133 0.142 0.044 0.092
DMA-FE YES YES NO NO
Mean 12.63 12.63 12.66 1.427

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, * :< 0.01). V:Non-White is a
dummy variable equal to one if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident
occured is greater than 0.5. All specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a dummy for no-known
sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.
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Table A.3: Intensive Margin - Victim

Dependent Variable: IHS(# Stories) IHS(# Stories X Station)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.237* (0.043) -0.223* (0.039) -0.207* (0.041) -0.0906* (0.012)
V:Age 0-15 0.407* (0.072) 0.405* (0.070) 0.371* (0.072) 0.164* (0.023)
V:Non-White 0.223* (0.032) 0.207* (0.030) 0.296* (0.035) 0.0805* (0.018)
# Victims 0.0254 (0.030) 0.0265 (0.029) 0.0331 (0.025) 0.00787 (0.009)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.143* (0.040) 0.0481 (0.051) 0.0492* (0.018)
Log(Poptract) 0.0254 (0.027) -0.0205 (0.042) -0.0197 (0.015)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0424+ (0.017) 0.0123 (0.024) 0.00771 (0.007)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) 0.167 (0.184) 0.0215 (0.083)
Log(PopDMA) -0.342 (0.245) -0.492* (0.082)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) 0.229 (0.215) 0.199+ (0.090)
# Stations 0.00108 (0.016) -0.00474 (0.007)
Observations 47,281 45,906 45,739 374,981
R2 0.204 0.206 0.064 0.144
DMA-FE YES YES NO NO
Mean 2.157 2.162 2.164 0.557

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, * :< 0.01). V:Non-White is a
dummy variable equal to one if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident
occured is greater than 0.5. All specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a dummy for no-known
sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.
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Table A.6: Intensive Margin - Stories position

Dependent Variable: Avg. Prime Time Avg. Beginning
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.00770* (0.002) -0.00747* (0.002) -0.00406 (0.002) -0.00315 (0.002) -0.00658+ (0.003) -0.00640* (0.002) -0.00346 (0.002) -0.00270 (0.002)
V:Age 0-15 0.00791+ (0.004) 0.00953+ (0.004) 0.00663 (0.005) 0.00892 (0.005) 0.0204* (0.006) 0.0208* (0.006) 0.0171* (0.006) 0.0187* (0.006)
V:Non-White 0.00481* (0.002) 0.00910* (0.003) 0.00503 (0.004) 0.0119* (0.004) 0.00547+ (0.002) 0.00738+ (0.003) -0.00284 (0.005) 0.00104 (0.005)
# Victims -0.000463 (0.001) -0.000186 (0.001) -0.00109+ (0.001) -0.000645 (0.000) -0.00243* (0.001) -0.00190+ (0.001) -0.00296* (0.001) -0.00249* (0.001)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.00343 (0.005) 0.00700 (0.004) 0.00405 (0.003) 0.00354 (0.004)
Log(Poptract) -0.00223 (0.004) -0.000413 (0.005) -0.00146 (0.006) -0.00469 (0.007)
Log(Wh.Poptract) 0.000295 (0.001) -0.000519 (0.002) -0.00113 (0.001) 0.00256 (0.002)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) -0.0143 (0.013) -0.0166 (0.014) -0.00591 (0.013) -0.0139 (0.015)
Log(PopDMA) 0.00317 (0.020) 0.0136 (0.020) -0.0516+ (0.021) -0.0405 (0.024)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) -0.0203 (0.019) -0.0313 (0.019) 0.0110 (0.014) 0.00499 (0.016)
# Stations 0.00422* (0.001) 0.00423* (0.001) 0.00240 (0.001) 0.00212 (0.002)
S:Non-White 0.00571 (0.004) 0.00801 (0.004) -0.00264 (0.005) 0.000116 (0.006)
V NW × SNW -0.00597 (0.004) -0.0113+ (0.005) 0.00716 (0.007) 0.00875 (0.007)
Observations 47,281 45,739 25,753 25,057 33,278 32,264 18,833 18,347
R2 0.118 0.026 0.144 0.025 0.085 0.037 0.111 0.042
DMA-FE YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO
Mean 0.0950 0.0948 0.103 0.103 0.865 0.866 0.871 0.872

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). V:Non-White is a dummy variable equal to one if the posterior probability
based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident occured is greater than 0.5. All specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a
dummy for no-known sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known.
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Table A.7: Extensive Margin - Victim and Suspect - Mechanisms

Dependent Variable: Covered Covered X Station
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.0249* (0.008) -0.0235+ (0.009) -0.0259* (0.009) -0.0251+ (0.010) -0.0305* (0.005) -0.0329* (0.006)
V:Age 0-15 0.0376* (0.013) 0.0492* (0.013) 0.0324+ (0.013) 0.0296+ (0.013) 0.0446* (0.009) 0.0433* (0.009)
V:Non-White 0.0304+ (0.013) 0.0362* (0.013) 0.0300+ (0.013) 0.0414* (0.015) 0.0295* (0.008) 0.0290* (0.009)
S:Non-White 0.0554* (0.012) 0.0603* (0.011) 0.0559* (0.011) 0.0652* (0.014) 0.0432* (0.009) 0.0462* (0.010)
V NW × SNW -0.0339+ (0.016) -0.0349+ (0.015) -0.0305 (0.016) -0.0328 (0.018) -0.0379* (0.011) -0.0321+ (0.013)
# Victims -0.000625 (0.004) -0.00658+ (0.003) -0.00663+ (0.003) -0.00461+ (0.002) -0.00516+ (0.002) -0.00441+ (0.002)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.0360* (0.010) 0.0392* (0.010) 0.0356* (0.010) 0.0221 (0.014) 0.0296* (0.008) 0.0357* (0.008)
Log(Poptract) 0.0216+ (0.009) 0.0221+ (0.009) 0.0214+ (0.009) 0.00775 (0.011) 0.00132 (0.005) -0.00645 (0.007)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.00938 (0.005) -0.0134+ (0.005) -0.00902 (0.005) -0.00301 (0.005) -0.00377 (0.003) -0.00163 (0.003)
Hom.Rate Victim’s Type:
Hom.Rate - Age Gr. -0.000117* (0.000) -0.000117* (0.000) -0.000128* (0.000) -0.0000429* (0.000) -0.0000561* (0.000)
Hom.Rate - Race Gr. 0.00000240 (0.000) 0.00000234 (0.000) -0.00000961 (0.000) -0.00000371 (0.000) -0.00000975 (0.000)
Hom.Rate - All 0.000110* (0.000) 0.000110* (0.000) 0.0000449 (0.000) 0.0000332 (0.000) 0.0000151 (0.000)
Incident Type:
Officer Involved 0.0951* (0.016) 0.0997* (0.014) 0.0926* (0.016) 0.101* (0.013) 0.0971* (0.014)
Domestic Violence 0.00138 (0.009) -0.00127 (0.009) -0.0110 (0.010) -0.00382 (0.005) -0.00672 (0.006)
Murder/Suicide -0.00440 (0.012) -0.0000842 (0.012) -0.00968 (0.013) -0.0174+ (0.007) -0.0253* (0.007)
Gang-related 0.0113 (0.014) 0.0186 (0.013) 0.00518 (0.017) 0.00849 (0.007) 0.00368 (0.009)
Near School 0.168* (0.033) 0.169* (0.035) 0.160* (0.031) 0.120* (0.037) 0.110* (0.036)
Mass Shooting 0.0946* (0.022) 0.0946* (0.023) 0.0796* (0.023) 0.104* (0.015) 0.0960* (0.015)
Defensive Use 0.0442+ (0.018) 0.0482* (0.018) 0.0525* (0.020) 0.00946 (0.014) 0.00435 (0.014)
Home Invasion 0.0401* (0.013) 0.0342+ (0.013) 0.0370+ (0.016) 0.0327* (0.011) 0.0332* (0.011)
Accidental 0.0716+ (0.034) 0.0457 (0.036) 0.0373 (0.034) 0.0102 (0.021) 0.00373 (0.020)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) 0.0325 (0.051) -0.00659 (0.034)
Log(PopDMA) -0.0489 (0.076) -0.259* (0.042)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) 0.0604 (0.067) 0.163* (0.044)
# Stations -0.000372 (0.004) -0.00693+ (0.003)
Dem.Share(2016) -0.327 (0.194)
Observations 23,688 25,152 23,688 23,596 177,441 177,441
R2 0.144 0.148 0.149 0.025 0.191 0.142
DMA-FE YES YES YES NO YES NO
Mean 0.739 0.732 0.739 0.739 0.332 0.332
DMA-Hom.Rates NO NO NO YES NO YES

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). V:Non-White and S:Non-White are dummies equal to one
if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident occured is greater than 0.5, for victims and suspect, respectively. All
specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a dummy for no-known sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known. Controls for DMA
Homicide rates by age group are divided for groups 0-14, 15-34, 35-54, 55+; while for race the groups are Whites, Blacks, Hispanics and Others.
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Table A.8: Intensive Margin - Victim and Suspect - Mechanisms

Dependent Variable: Covered Covered X Station
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.149* (0.040) -0.204* (0.040) -0.214* (0.042) -0.219* (0.043) -0.0945* (0.012) -0.101* (0.013)
V:Age 0-15 0.344* (0.068) 0.426* (0.067) 0.342* (0.065) 0.328* (0.065) 0.154* (0.024) 0.152* (0.024)
V:Non-White 0.165* (0.054) 0.163* (0.050) 0.149* (0.052) 0.221* (0.058) 0.0658* (0.019) 0.0613* (0.021)
S:Non-White 0.265* (0.050) 0.274* (0.047) 0.254* (0.049) 0.325* (0.057) 0.0964* (0.020) 0.105* (0.024)
V NW × SNW -0.253* (0.068) -0.227* (0.063) -0.212* (0.066) -0.253* (0.078) -0.0944* (0.026) -0.0795* (0.030)
# Victims 0.0114 (0.021) -0.0287+ (0.014) -0.0300+ (0.014) -0.0169 (0.012) -0.0118+ (0.005) -0.0100+ (0.005)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.236* (0.043) 0.263* (0.043) 0.247* (0.044) 0.181* (0.054) 0.0869* (0.021) 0.0989* (0.020)
Log(Poptract) 0.0292 (0.037) 0.0313 (0.036) 0.0311 (0.036) -0.0205 (0.047) -0.00178 (0.011) -0.0171 (0.016)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0490+ (0.022) -0.0609+ (0.024) -0.0454+ (0.022) -0.00703 (0.025) -0.0130 (0.008) -0.00721 (0.007)
Hom.Rate Victim’s Type:
Hom.Rate - Age Gr. -0.000609* (0.000) -0.000606* (0.000) -0.000646* (0.000) -0.000109* (0.000) -0.000141* (0.000)
Hom.Rate - Race Gr. -0.0000646 (0.000) -0.0000634 (0.000) -0.000128 (0.000) -0.0000119 (0.000) -0.0000256 (0.000)
Hom.Rate - All 0.000540* (0.000) 0.000525* (0.000) 0.000311* (0.000) 0.0000748 (0.000) 0.0000480 (0.000)
Incident Type:
Officer Involved 0.854* (0.080) 0.897* (0.080) 0.876* (0.084) 0.315* (0.034) 0.311* (0.034)
Domestic Violence -0.0546 (0.034) -0.0648 (0.036) -0.0874+ (0.041) -0.0275+ (0.014) -0.0296 (0.016)
Murder/Suicide -0.197* (0.041) -0.194* (0.043) -0.238* (0.049) -0.0870* (0.017) -0.104* (0.018)
Gang-related 0.0628 (0.060) 0.0942 (0.056) 0.0685 (0.071) 0.0173 (0.018) 0.0106 (0.023)
Near School 0.948* (0.238) 0.949* (0.244) 0.868* (0.231) 0.364* (0.121) 0.354* (0.112)
Mass Shooting 0.656* (0.098) 0.651* (0.101) 0.564* (0.103) 0.275* (0.043) 0.256* (0.041)
Defensive Use 0.0717 (0.078) 0.0673 (0.079) 0.0624 (0.090) 0.0143 (0.035) -0.00419 (0.036)
Home Invasion 0.227* (0.064) 0.212* (0.067) 0.215* (0.072) 0.0895* (0.029) 0.0865* (0.030)
Accidental 0.330* (0.115) 0.229 (0.121) 0.166 (0.117) 0.0479 (0.044) 0.0280 (0.044)
DMA Chars:
Log(MedHouseVDMA) 0.139 (0.225) -0.00481 (0.083)
Log(PopDMA) -0.702+ (0.318) -0.737* (0.102)
Log(Wh.PopDMA) 0.628+ (0.284) 0.487* (0.112)
# Stations 0.0232 (0.019) -0.00963 (0.007)
Dem.Share(2016) -1.461 (0.816)
Observations 23,688 25,152 23,688 23,596 177,441 177,441
R2 0.200 0.219 0.219 0.063 0.209 0.149
DMA-FE YES YES YES NO YES NO
Mean 2.384 2.346 2.384 2.386 0.683 0.683
DMA-Hom.Rates NO NO NO YES NO YES

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). V:Non-White and S:Non-White are dummies equal to one
if the posterior probability based on name of subject and racial composition of tract where the incident occured is greater than 0.5, for victims and suspect, respectively. All
specification include dummies for age groups, a dummy for no known-age, a dummy for no-known sex and a dummy if name of victim/suspect is known. Controls for DMA
Homicide rates by age group are divided for groups 0-14, 15-34, 35-54, 55+; while for race the groups are Whites, Blacks, Hispanics and Others.
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Table A.5: Intensive Margin - Median Regression - All

Dependent Variable: IHS(# Stories)
(1) (2)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.406** (0.084) -0.397** (0.074)
V:Age -0.0254** (0.005) -0.0258** (0.005)
V:Non-White 0.239** (0.053) 0.249** (0.054)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.207** (0.070)
Log(Poptract) 0.0116 (0.035)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0400* (0.019)
Observations 28,017 27,001
R2 0.154 0.156
DMA-Controls NO NO
DMA-FE YES YES
Mean 2.177 2.186

Notes: Estimated with markets with more than 350 victims, approxi-
mately, 68% of all victims. Clustered standard errors at DMA level in
parenthesis (** p < 0.01 ; * p < 0.05).
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Table A.9: Intensive Margin - Neg.Binomial Model - Sample with Suspect

Dependent Variable: # Stories # Stories X Station
(1) (2) (3)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.0746** (0.018) -0.0670** (0.017) -0.161** (0.041)
V:Age -0.00537** (0.001) -0.00510** (0.001) -0.0143** (0.002)
V NW × SW 0.0600** (0.020) 0.0654** (0.022) 0.0904* (0.041)
V W × SNW 0.104** (0.019) 0.110** (0.019) 0.158** (0.046)
V NW × SNW 0.0758** (0.016) 0.0717** (0.018) 0.0662* (0.034)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.113** (0.019) 0.158** (0.041)
Log(Poptract) 0.0180 (0.016) -0.0137 (0.027)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0300** (0.010) -0.0246 (0.017)
Observations 24,255 23,688 137,826
DMA-Controls NO NO NO
DMA-FE YES YES YES
Mean 2.382 2.384 0.555

Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (** p < 0.01

; * p < 0.05).

Table A.10: Intensive Margin - Neg.Binomial Model - All

Dependent Variable: # Stories # Stories X Station
(1) (2) (3)

Victim Chars:
V:Male -0.110** (0.020) -0.103** (0.018) -0.215** (0.043)
V.Age -0.00565** (0.001) -0.00561** (0.001) -0.0159** (0.003)
V:Non-White 0.0802** (0.013) 0.0759** (0.013) 0.0732** (0.024)
Neighborh. Chars:
Log(MedHouseVtract) 0.0750** (0.020) 0.114* (0.045)
Log(Poptract) 0.0153 (0.012) -0.00795 (0.018)
Log(Wh.Poptract) -0.0207** (0.008) -0.0102 (0.013)
Observations 41,905 40,688 269,677
DMA-Controls NO NO NO
DMA-FE YES YES YES
Mean 2.233 2.238 0.475

Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (** p < 0.01

; * p < 0.05).
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Table A.11: Correlates of Bias by Station - OLS

Dependent Variable: NW.V NW.S NW.V-NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Share Black in DMA -0.372 -0.415 -0.168 -0.152 0.873* 0.973* -0.134 0.193
(0.256) (0.256) (0.258) (0.285) (0.320) (0.326) (0.276) (0.273)

Share Hispanic in DMA 0.0427 0.266 0.350 0.567+ -0.185 -0.385 -0.100 -0.101
(0.191) (0.239) (0.195) (0.244) (0.207) (0.282) (0.152) (0.164)

Number Stations -1.504 -1.523 1.383 -1.268
(0.917) (0.832) (1.030) (0.908)

Herfindahl Index 46.33 -14.93 -69.75 -29.82
(59.209) (52.169) (62.613) (46.386)

Log. Pop DMA 4.394 2.538 -5.860 -0.347
(5.379) (5.086) (6.113) (5.740)

Log. House Value DMA 0.0948 -0.706 4.364 17.10
(13.395) (11.905) (16.388) (9.248)

Racial Animus 0.436 0.360 -0.582+ -0.357
(0.237) (0.252) (0.284) (0.218)

Constant 13.12 -83.23 7.537 -32.50 -17.03+ 61.78 12.18 -154.8
(6.970) (159.182) (6.793) (144.249) (7.896) (185.200) (7.600) (127.491)

Observations 923 900 923 900 923 900 923 900
R2 0.006 0.029 0.016 0.032 0.026 0.048 0.001 0.039
DMA Chars NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Mean 9.569 10.15 11.19 11.31 -10.04 -10.53 9.063 8.787

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered standard errors at DMA level in parenthesis (+:<0.05, * :< 0.01).Outcomes are the
regression coefficients of Equation 3, capturing estimated bias by station along for race of victim and suspect, compared to white-on-
white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.
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Table A.12: Mean Bias by DMA

Dependent Variable: NW.V NW.S NW.V X NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log. (Stations/Pop) -1.332 0.719 -3.763 -2.473
(5.589) (4.822) (6.230) (5.216)

Constant -5.627 22.02 -58.63 -21.18
(70.257) (60.850) (77.977) (65.762)

Observations 193 193 193 193
R2 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001
DMA Chars NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO
Mean 10.74 13.19 -12.38 9.213

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes
are the mean of regression coefficients for characteristics of the crime being for race of victim and suspect,
compared to white-on-white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.

Table A.13: Standard deviation of Bias by DMA

Dependent Variable: NW.V NW.S NW.V X NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log. (Stations/Pop) 9.425* 7.028* 6.481* 9.848*
(1.915) (1.590) (1.826) (2.039)

Constant 131.6* 102.1* 98.16* 135.3*
(24.346) (20.165) (23.263) (25.871)

Observations 180 180 180 180
R2 0.176 0.123 0.058 0.200
DMA Chars NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO
Mean 15.72 15.71 18.46 14.23

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes
are the standard errors of regression coefficients for characteristics of the crime being for race of victim and
suspect, compared to white-on-white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.
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Table A.14: Standard deviation of Bias by DMA

Dependent Variable: NW.V NW.S NW.V X NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Herfindahl Index -1.009 3.049 -18.35 4.865
(19.841) (19.300) (21.704) (23.640)

Log. Pop DMA -7.068* -5.729* -6.300* -7.527*
(1.460) (1.239) (1.683) (1.591)

Constant 113.6* 93.92* 110.6* 116.7*
(23.462) (20.336) (27.895) (25.776)

Observations 180 180 180 180
R2 0.206 0.179 0.095 0.257
DMA Chars NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO
Mean 15.72 15.71 18.46 14.23

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes
are the standard errors of regression coefficients for characteristics of the crime being for race of victim and
suspect, compared to white-on-white coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.
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Table A.15: Standard deviation of Bias by DMA

Dependent Variable: NW.V NW.S NW.V X NW.S Log.Med.Hou.Val
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Herfindahl Index 15.27 10.86 0.378 23.91
(13.472) (12.098) (15.566) (12.852)

Log. Pop DMA -5.256* -4.505* -5.001* -4.629*
(0.582) (0.433) (0.548) (0.548)

Constant 83.52* 73.89* 86.24* 70.86*
(10.635) (8.275) (10.508) (10.042)

log(σ2)

Number Victims in Market -0.00291* -0.00399* -0.00411* -0.00297*
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 4.673* 5.238* 5.828* 5.139*
(0.204) (0.204) (0.204) (0.204)

Observations 180 180 180 180
R2

DMA Chars NO NO NO NO
Tract Chars NO NO NO NO
Mean 15.72 15.71 18.46 14.23

Source: GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Standard errors based on heteroskedasticity as function of number of
victims per market in parenthesis (+:<0.05, *:< 0.01). Outcomes are the standard errors of the regression
coefficients for characteristics of the crime being for race of victim and suspect, compared to white-on-white
coverage; and median house value of tract of the murder.
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Table A.16: Effects of One or More Stories of Homicides on Housing Prices

OLS IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price
1(# Hom. Stories ≥ 1) -0.250** -0.144** -0.0103** 0.00154 -0.0778* -0.0795*

(0.010) (0.012) (0.002) (0.003) (0.035) (0.036)
1(# Hom. ≥ 1) -0.0438** 0.0370** -0.00897** 0.0400+ 0.0359+

(0.010) (0.013) (0.003) (0.023) (0.020)
# Homicides -0.101** -0.0885** -0.00650** -0.00299* 0.00407

(0.007) (0.007) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003)

Ext. Mg. Coverage:
1(# Hom.Stories≥1) + 1(# Hom.≥1) -0.107** -0.007* -0.038** -0.044**

(0.011) (0.003) (0.012) (0.017)
N 7,782,927 7,782,927 7,782,927 7,781,613 7,781,613 7,781,613 7,781,613 7,781,613
R2 0.237 0.237 0.237 0.720 0.720 0.720 0.229 0.229
K-P Robust F 333.470 314.410
Tract FE NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
Time Trend NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
House Chars YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Source: Zillow; GVA;News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by tract. Instrumental variables equal to 0when not defined (homicides=0).
(** p < 0.01;* p < 0.05 ; + p < 0.1 ).

Table A.17: Repeated Sales - Effects of Viewership on Housing Prices

Dependent Variable: Log Price
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

# Homicides 0.0110** 0.00797* -0.00168 0.0000978
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

# Hom. ≥ 1 -0.00757 -0.0315** -0.00186 0.0124+
(0.006) (0.008) (0.005) (0.006)

IHS(News Exp. Homicides) 0.00157** 0.00283** -0.000866** -0.00168**
(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000)

Observations 3090793 3090793 3090793 3090793 3090793 3090793
R2 0.783 0.783 0.783 0.820 0.820 0.820
House FE YES YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE NO NO NO YES YES YES
TractXTime Trend NO NO NO YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO

Source: Zillow; GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by block group. IV column includes dummy for 0 homicides.
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Table A.18: Effects of One or More Stories of Homicides on Housing Prices

OLS IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price
# Homicides -0.0975** -0.0870** -0.00316* -0.00417** -0.0161

(0.011) (0.010) (0.001) (0.001) (0.020)
# Hom. Stories ≥ 1 -0.195** -0.157** 0.0132** 0.0149** 0.120 0.150

(0.012) (0.012) (0.004) (0.004) (0.255) (0.294)
N 856,729 856,729 856,729 853,034 853,034 853,034 853,034 853,034
R2 0.010 0.006 0.015 0.691 0.691 0.691 0.018 0.015
K-P Robust F 8.452872489590952 6.565757796769749
Tract FE NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
Time Trend NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Source: Zillow; GVA; News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by tract. Sample: houses with homicide greater or equal 1. (*** p < 0.001;**
p < 0.01 ; * p < 0.05 ).
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Table A.19: Effects of Total Viewership of Homicide News on Housing Prices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price

m1plus_qm -0.0335
(0.027)

m1plus_q1 0.0285
(0.024)

m1plus_q2 -0.0146
(0.021)

m1plus_q3 -0.00574
(0.025)

m1plus_q4 0.0809**
(0.031)

m1plus_q5 0.0160
(0.022)

m1plus_q6 -0.0114
(0.018)

1(# Hom.Stories≥1) + 1(# Hom.≥1) 0.003 -0.031 -0.009 -0.010 -0.057 -0.024 -0.021
S.E. (0.014) (0.012) (0.011) (0.014) (0.015) (0.012) (0.010)
P-val . . . . . . .
N 7959860 7674123 7130297 6664199 6264870 5748428 5148494
R2 0.229 0.231 0.229 0.229 0.228 0.228 0.226
K-P Robust F 279.122 315.846 342.309 318.640 265.035 328.009 354.776
Tract FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Time Trend YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
House Chars YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Source: Zillow; GVA;News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by tract. Instrumental variables equal to 0when not defined (homicides=0).
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Table A.20: Effects of Total Viewership of Homicide News on Housing Prices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price Log Price

m1plus_qm -0.0198
(0.032)

m1plus_q1 0.0305
(0.027)

m1plus_q2 -0.0429+
(0.024)

m1plus_q3 0.00185
(0.031)

m1plus_q4 0.119**
(0.033)

m1plus_q5 0.0171
(0.023)

m1plus_q6 -0.0572**
(0.018)

1(# Hom.Stories≥1) + 1(# Hom.≥1) -0.025 -0.051 -0.016 -0.031 -0.086 -0.045 -0.013
S.E. (0.014) (0.013) (0.012) (0.014) (0.014) (0.011) (0.009)
P-val . . . . . . .
N 14179780 13652317 12701358 11877570 11176718 10269221 9220506
R2 0.015 0.015 0.013 0.012 0.009 0.009 0.008
K-P Robust F 372.984 410.757 457.216 466.325 370.275 508.091 611.058
Tract FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Month FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Time Trend YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
House Chars NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Source: Zillow; GVA;News Exposure. Notes: Clustered s.e. by tract. Instrumental variables equal to 0when not defined (homicides=0).
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B Additional Figures

Figure B.1: Correlates of DMA characteristics

(a) Log Pop and Share White (b) Log Pop and Number Stations

(c) Log Pop and Median House Value (d) Log Pop and Mean Income
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Figure B.2: Share White and Log (Pop/#Stations)
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Figure B.3: Distribution of Stories and log(Stories) per Homicide

(a) Stories [Unconditional] (b) Stories [Conditional stories>0]

(c) Log (Stories+1) [Unconditional] (d) Log (Stories+1) [Conditional stories>0]
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Figure B.4: Distribution of coverage by race group (including outliers)

(a) Density of stories if covered (b) Density of stories if covered (outliers)
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Figure B.5: Rank of Networks by number of stories in sample
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Figure B.6: Distribution of Number of Stations by DMA
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Figure B.7: Geographic distribution of crime and news - Illinois

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides
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Figure B.8: Geographic distribution of crime and news - California

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides
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Figure B.9: Geographic distribution of crime and news - Los Angeles County

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides
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Figure B.10: Geographic distribution of crime and news - San Francisco County

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides
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Figure B.11: Geographic distribution of crime and news - North Carolina

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides
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Figure B.12: Geographic distribution of crime and news - Wake and Durham Counties

(a) Homicides (b) Covered homicides

(c) News about homicides

Figure B.13: Distribution of games by month
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C Hedonic model with uncertainty

C.1 No uncertainty benchmark

Rosen (1974): Basic model

max
x,C,z

u(x,C, z;h) s.t. y = z + P (x,C)

x is vector of house characteristics; C is non-marketable amenity (crime); z is numeraire
good; y is income; h are household characteristics.

MWTPC ≡ ∂u(·)/∂C
∂u(·)/∂z

=
∂P (·)
∂C

(11)

lnPi = α0 + α1Ci + x′
iβ + ϵi (12)

C.2 Uncertainty

Ex-post utility: u(x,C, z;h)

Subjective beliefs about crime probability in a particular neighborhood are: C = 1

with prob. λC ; C = 0with prob. (1− λC)

Objective crime probability is given by λ0
C .

Suppose there are news reports about C with noise, denoted N . N is another RV
characterized by N ∼ G(λN = f(λC , λ

0
C)), so news can be demand driven by mistaken

subjective priors.

Assume density of λCi|N has support between [0, 1]. Then, she maximizes ex-ante
utility:

max
x,i,z

EλCi
|N [u(x,Ci, z)] s.t. y = z + P (x, λCi

|N, λC0
i
)

Thus, in general:

MWTPλC |N =
∂P (·)
∂λC |N

̸= ∂P (·)
∂λC0

= MWTPλC0 (13)
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D Merging victims with news stories

Sample size: 624,000 news stories about 49,000 victims

• Select only killed victims

• Find stories that include name or address, plus terms ‘killed’, ‘homicide’, ‘shooting’,
and so on, within 7 days of crime.

Example:

From ‘FOX 44 NEWS @ NINE’:

“In tonight’s crimetracker, the search is on for the person police say, KILLED 2 people
last night. Investigators say PERSONNAME and SECONDVICTIMwere found with bul-
let wounds, inside an apartment on GARDERE LANE in Baton Rouge. PERSON NAME
was pronounced dead on scene. SECOND VICTIM was taken to the hospital where he
later died. If you have information that can help investigators, call crime stoppers at 344-
stop."

E GVA Data

Following categories for incident characteristics were grouped into dummies:

Accidental: "Accidental Shooting - Death", "Accidental Shooting - Injury", "Accidental
Shooting at a Business", "Accidental Shooting", "Accidental/Negligent Discharge"

DefensiveUse: "DefensiveUse -Crime occurs, victim shoots subject/suspect/perpetrator",
"Defensive Use - Good Samaritan/Third Party" , "Defensive use - No shots fired" , "De-
fensive Use - Shots fired, no injury/death", "Defensive Use - Stand Your Ground/Castle
Doctrine established", "Defensive Use - Victim stops crime", "Defensive Use - WITHOUT
a gun", "Defensive Use"

Domestic Violence: "Domestic Violence"

Gang Involvement: "Gang involvement", "Shootout (where VENN diagram of shoot-
ers and victims overlap)"

School related:"School Incident", "School Shooting - elementary/secondary school",
"School Shooting - university/college", "Gun at school, no death/injury - elementary/secondary
school"
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Others: "Animal shot/killed", "Armed robbery with injury/death and/or evidence
of DGU found", "Assault weapon (AR-, AK-, and ALL variants defined by law enforce-
ment)", "ATF/LE Confiscation/Raid/Arrest", "Attempted Murder/Suicide (one variable
unsuccessful)", "Bar/club incident - in or around establishment", "BB/Pellet/Replica gun",
"Brandishing/flourishing/open carry/lost/found", "Car-jacking", "Child injured (not child
shooter)", "Child injured by child", "Child Involved Incident", "Child killed (not child
shooter)", "Child killed by child", "Child killed self", "Child picked up and fired gun",
"ConcealedCarry License - Perpetrator", "ConcealedCarry License - Victim", "Criminal act
with stolen gun", "Drive-by (car to street, car to car)", "Drug involvement", "Ghost gun",
"Gun buy back action", "Gun range/gun shop/gun show shooting", "Gun shop robbery or
burglary", "Gun(s) stolen fromowner", "Guns stolen from law enforcement", "Hate crime",
"House party", "Hunting accident", "ImpliedWeapon", "Institution/Group/Business", "Kid-
napping/abductions/hostage", "LOCKDOWN/ALERT ONLY: No GV Incident Occurred
Onsite", "Mistaken ID (thought it was an intruder/threat, was friend/family)", "Non-
Aggression Incident", "Non-Shooting Incident", "Pistol-whipping", "Playing with gun",
"Police Targeted", "Political Violence", "Possession (gun(s) found during commission of
other crimes)", "Possession of gunby felon or prohibitedperson", "Road rage", "Self-Inflicted
(not suicide or suicide attempt - NO PERP)", "Sex crime involving firearm", "Shot - Dead
(murder, accidental, suicide)", "Shot - Wounded/Injured", "Shots Fired - No Injuries",
"Shots fired, no action (reported, no evidence found)", "ShotSpotter", "Spree Shooting
(multiple victims, multiple locations)", "Stolen/Illegally owned guns recovered during
arrest/warrant", "Suicide - Attempt", "Suicide", "Thought gun was unloaded", "Under the
influence of alcohol or drugs (only applies to the subject/suspect/perpetrator )", "Unlaw-
ful purchase/sale", "Workplace shooting (disgruntled employee)"

Home Invasion: "Home Invasion - No death or injury", "Home Invasion - Resident
injured", "Home Invasion - Resident killed", "Home Invasion - subject/suspect/perpetrator
injured", "Home Invasion - subject/suspect/perpetrator killed", "Home Invasion"

Mass murder or shooting: "Mass Murder (+ deceased victims excluding the sub-
ject/suspect/perpetrator , one location)", "Mass Shooting (+ victims injured or killed ex-
cluding the subject/suspect/perpetrator, one location)"

Murder and Suicide: "Murder/Suicide"

Officer involved: "Officer Involved Incident - Weapon involved but no shots fired",
"Officer Involved Incident" "Officer Involved Shooting - Accidental discharge - no injury
required", "Officer Involved Shooting - Bystander killed", "Officer Involved Shooting - By-
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stander shot", "Officer Involved Shooting - Officer killed", "Officer Involved Shooting - Of-
ficer shot", "Officer Involved Shooting - Shots fired, no injury", "Officer Involved Shooting -
subject/suspect/perpetrator killed", "Officer Involved Shooting - subject/suspect/perpetrator
shot", "Officer Involved Shooting - subject/suspect/perpetrator suicide at standoff", "Of-
ficer Involved Shooting - subject/suspect/perpetrator suicide by cop", "Officer Involved
Shooting - subject/suspect/perpetrator surrender at standoff", "Officer Involved Shooting
- subject/suspect/perpetrator unarmed"

Terrorism: "Terrorism Involvement"

F Imputation of race

Race imputation in two stages. In the first stage, I use the package WRU in R based on
Imai &Khanna (2016) andKhanna et al. (2017) to estimate the posterior probability of any
individual belonging to white or nonwhite race group conditional on their last name and
the tract where the homicide happened. This method uses both the Census demographic
distribution of the tract, along with the U.S. Census Surname List of 2010, to estimate
the Pr(Racei|Surnamei, tracti) for each subject (victim and suspect). In the few cases in
which the last name is not observed, the posterior probability is only estimated with the
demographic distribution of the tract.

In the second stage, following Humphries et al. (2019), I choose a threshold of 0.5 in
the posterior probability to impute the race group of the individual.

Below are presented the bivariate density of the posterior probabilities of race of sus-
pect and victim by incident. It would be concerning if the posterior probabilities are close
to the threshold value used (in this case, 0.5). As it can be corroborated in the Figures,
this is not the case here, as the mass of the density is concentrated in the corners (0,0) and
(1,1) - further corroborating that most crime is intra-racial instead of inter-racial.
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Figure F.1: Density of posteriors of race - Heatmap

Figure F.2: Density of posteriors of race - Contour map
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F.1 Race classification error

To test how well the algorithm is performing, I use a database of victims in which the
race is known: the Mapping Police Violence (MPV). The MPV dataset is composed by
individuals killed by the police, and is similar to the GVA in that it includes names, age
and gender, but also the race. Doing the imputation on this set, I can test for the different
rates of type 1 and type 2 error. Figure F.3 below presents the confusion matrix for the
prediction of race for the MPV sample.

Figure F.3: Confusion Matrix for Race Imputation

Let r be the true or target race, and r∗ be the predicted race. The rows of the matrix
represent the predicted race, while the columns indicate the actual race. The large num-
bers if each cell, represent the overall percentage of the sample for that class. Type 1 error
for the white/non-white classification is the share of classified whites that are not white.
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That is, Type 1 error is 31.5%. Type 2 error is given by the rate at whichwhites are classified
as non-whites, which is 13.3%.

Indeed, we can obtain also the probabilities of being classified as white, while being
non-white: pr(r∗ = w|r = nw) = 0.3418; and the probability of being classified as non-
white while being white: pr(r∗ = nw|r = w) = 0.111.

In general, it is well known that classification error for binary variables would create
attenuation bias in OLS, and that the OLS estimate is a lower bound for the true coef-
ficient.33 In these cases, we cannot have classical measurement error as the correlation
between measurement error and the dummy is always negative. Aigner (1973) shows
that in this case, if there are no other controls in the regression, then the OLS estimate of
the effect of race on coverage n is βOLS

n,r∗ = βn,r[1− pr(x∗ = 1|x = 0)− pr(x∗ = 0|x = 1)].

In this case, based on the coefficients from Table A.2, we would have that the real
difference in coverage across race of victim βn,r = 0.0697/(1 − 0.3418 − 0.111) = 0.1274.
That is, the estimates we have presented are a lower bound, and if the sample from police
shootings is informative on the rates of misclassification, the true effects are actually close
to double those presented in the main tables.

G Zillow data

I drop all house sales that are either gifts, not at arm’s length, with a sales price of zero or
have missing price. I only include houses that parts of a deed transfer, deed with concur-
rent mortgage, foreclosure or mortgage. Furthermore, the property use must be single-
family residence (SFR), inferred SFR, townhouse, cluster home, condominium, coopera-
tive, row house, planned unit development, bungalow, patio home and garden homes.

In addition, I drop all houseswith prices below $10,000, which are presumed to not be
not at arm’s length. Lastly, I drop houses with prices above $900,000 for two reasons. The
first is that essentially all houses above this price do not have a homicide in the relevant
radius, and thus, are not part of the common support for the comparison with houses that
do have a homicide. The second reason, is to avoid these outlier observations fromdriving
the results presented.

33This is in case that pr(x∗ = 1|x = 0) + pr(x∗ = 0|x = 1) < 1. As we will see, this is the case here.
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